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Introduction
I raised my eyes and looked at the oak tree: it
dominated the landscape and there was not another 1
like it. That, I decided, is what I would be like.
Simone de Beauvoir is much like the oak tree which she aspired to
emulate.

Her autobiographies, novels, and

essays'·;have ' doinina.ted~'the

landscape of French women's literature for over twenty-five years.
During that time, Beauvoir's perceptions of what it means to be a
woman have been both evolutionary and revolutionary.
This thesis will examine Beauvoir's views on women, her unique
brand of feminism.

The following questions will be pursued:

How did Beauvoir break out of the traditional female role as a young
woman?

What were Beauvoir's views on women in general?

types of women?

On various

How do Beauvoir's novels reflect her attitudes toward

the condition of women?

And why?

How did other aspects of her

thought - her attraction to existentialism and

~~ism,

her rebellion

against her bourgeois ba.¢kground, - affect her response to feminist
issues?
There are many kinds, of feminism.

For example, Betty Friedan

deals with feminism in a capitalist society.

She rejects many of

Beauvoir's existentialist and Marxist solutions to the women's problem
in America, saying that Beauvoir is an elitist with few practical
solutions to the female dilemma.
called Beauvoir a misogynist.

Li terary critic David Littlejohn

He does not feel that her books offer

any real solutio.n s to the women's problem.

Rather, he believes that

Beauvoir's books, especially her novels, denigrate women.
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-

This thesis will attemPt to answer some of the questions raised by
such critics of Beauvoir's feminism.

J

Chapter One
The Dutiful Daughter Rebels

t:

In a clear-minded individual, we
Sartre and
l3eauvoir 7 thought, freedom would win out over complexes,
memories,-inf1uences, or any traumatic experience.
It was a long time before we realized that our emotional
detachment from, and indifference to, our respective
childhoods was to be explained by what we had experienced
as chi1dren. 1
What Simone de l3eauvoir experienced as a child greatly influenced
her later attitude toward the status of women in French society.
Beauvoir's revolt against her French Catholic bourgeois background*
was rooted in her relationships with her parents, her sister, and her
friends Zaza, Jacques, and st{pha.
Two codes against which Beauvoir rebelled were Catholicism and

conventional bourgeois morality.

Beauvoir's mother, MIne de Beauvoir,

personified both value systems, which in her case overlapped and
merged.

She exercised considerable influence over Beauvoir's childhood

and adolescence, and, therefore, her own background is important.
Mother
MIne de l3eauvoir's childhood was marked by emotionally reserved
parents, strict religious training, and 'puritanical sexual values.
Her father was a banker.
MIne de l3eauvoir.:3

2

Dedicated to his work' he spent little .vtime with

MIne de l3eauvoir' s mother "was entirely devoted to

her husband and showed her children only a distant

affection~·. 4

Simone ascribed this behavior to the emotional estrangement that had
* This writer recognizes that various sectors comprise the French
bourgeoisie. While l3eauvoir's family belonged to the upper stratum
of this society, there were certain social mores common to all members
of French society.
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existed between her mother and her grandpu-ents:

"Mama. suffered from

their coldness towards her •••• Her childhood and youth filled her heart
with a resentment which she never completely forgot".5

MUle de Beauvoir

herself was a product of her French Catholic upbringing.
MUle de Beauvoir had sought consolation from her emotionally
reserved family at school.
des Oiseaux.

She had been a day student at the Convent

Under the nuns' guidance, she became enthusiastic toward

her school and her religious duties. 6 She received Communion regularly,
prayed often with fervor, and read numerous works of piety. 7
At the convent, Simone's mother developed a rigid set of moral
values.

She was apt to confuse sexuality with vice and always associated

fleshly desires with

sin~8

Simone describes the effect of family and

Church upon her mother:
At age twenty, her neck squeezed into whalebone collars,
suppressing all her na. tural spontenei ty, resorting to
silence and brooding over bitter secrets, she felt
alone and misunderstood; despite her great beauty, she
lacked assurance and gaiety.9
Mme de Beauvoir found respite from her loneliness when she met and
married Simone's father.

However, her purl tanical upbringing caused

problems between her and Simone's father and later between her and Simone.
MUle de Beauvoir had difficulty adjusting to her new role as an
upper bourgeois wife.

Her convent morality was not entirely respected

by her hus b!.nd •s circle of friends.

Simone fel t that her mother,

not wanting to be taken for a prude, renounced her standards of
judgement and instead took the rules of etiquette as her guidez
"Her youth, her inexperience, her love for my father all made her
vulnerable: she dreaded criticism, and, in order to avoid it, took pains
to be 'like everybody else· •••• Hence, she did not protest bourgeois
society and the secondary status of women".10

5
An example of Mme de Beauvoir's desire to conform to her new
si tuation occurred with her husland's best friend.
1i ving with a woman outside of marriage.

This friend was

In the eyes of Mme de Beauvoir,

this type of living arrangement was sinful.

However, French bourgeois

social conventions allowed the man to visit the Beauvoir household,
but not the mistress.

Mme de Beauvoir bowed to this convention,

permitted the man to visit the Beauvoir residence whenever he wanted.
. t ress was never recel.. ved • 11
Hi s ml.S

This incident is important for two reasons.

First, by allowing

her husband's best friend to visit, Mme de Beauvoir compromised her
convent morality, which would have allowed neither the man nor the
woman to visit her home.

Second, Mme de Beauvoir never protested

the double standard applied to the mistress.

Mme de Beauvoir compromised

her principles in order to be accepted by her husband and his friends.
Her daughter later concluded: "Mama consented to many compromises.
But my mother never dreamed of protesting in any way against an
illogicality sanctioned by social convention".12

When Simone was born,

Mme de Beauvoir tried to impose a number of these conventions on her
daughter.

Eventually, the dutiful daughter rebelled.

Simone later noted that the French bourgeois family was characterized
by hierarchy.

The father exercised the most power, followed by the

mother, the eldest child, and on down through the · family.

In order for

Hme de Beauvoir to fulfill her role as a bourgeois mother, Simone had
1
to play the role of the dutiful daughter. J As a young girl, Simone
complied.

Her childhood, she recalled, was calm and emotionally secure. 14

She had a warm and loving relationship with her mother. 1S

'"My mother

inspired the tenderest feelings in me; I would sit upon her knees,
enclosed by the perfumed softness of her arms, and cover with kisses

6
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her fresh, youthful skin."

Religion increased Simone's ties to her mother:

ItThis pious

collusion bound me even more closely to my mother: she ·definitely
1
took the first place in my life". 7 Simone's piety reflected her mother' 8
piety.

Simone went into retreat to prepare for her First Communion.

Afterwards,. she received CODlJllunion three times a week.
often.

She prayed

She participated in confession with "dramatic fervor". 18

Beauvoir contends that the development of her religious faith
at age five reduced some of ·-[he- "independende .. ·.of .' her .i'rifanUle··y.ears.
She was now e-.xpected ,,,it,O be accountable for her actions and to eoDfess
any bad behavior to her priest.
victory for her mother's values.

Beauvoir concedes a temporary
Beauvoir believes that her revolt

against her environment began with infantile tantrums.
stopped when her religious training began.

These tantrums

The time devoted to religion

was a rest period from her rebellious life. 19
Beauvoir offers two explanations for her tantrums.
it when adults were condescending toward her.

She disliked

When her grandmother

cheated at cards in order to let her win, Beauvoir felt that her
intelligence had been insulted: Ita five-yea.r-old is a complete individual".20
If her Aunt Lilli asked her riddles that were too easy, Beauvoir threw

a f ~Ot • 21

When her grandfather asked her to drink to his health,

knowing that she was not allowed to drink wine, Beauvoir flew into
"paroxysms of rage It • 22

Beauvoir' s assessment of her tantrums reads as

follows:
As soon as ever I suspected, rightly or wrongly.
that people were taking advantage of my ingenuousness in order to get me to do something, my gor~
rose and I began to kick out in all directions. :3
She had hated being subject to arbitrary rules.

When her grandmother

7
tried to teach her to play the piano, Beauvoircould not associate
the notes written on the music with the r lt~ys on the piano.

She

became frustrated with the method by which one learns to play an
instrument.

Another tantrum ensued:

"Whenever people tried to

impose on me such unjustified compulsions and assumptions, I rebelled;
in the same way, I refused to accept truth which did not have an
absolute basis". 24 What Beauvoir forgets is that she did accept
religion as a child, a truth which does not have an absolute basis.
Both of these explanations indicate a revolt against the
suppression of her individuality.

Both assessments reflect Beauvoir's

later existentialism, a philosophy which did not enter her life until
she was twenty years old.

It would be an existentialist's utopia

if Beauvoir could be viewed as an independent individual fighting from
infancy against arbitrary rules and socio-religious repressions.
She cannot be viewed in such a way.

Beauvoir claimed that she had a

close relationship with her mother for the first ten years of her life. 25
She says that during these years,

.~

needed to be accepted for what I

was,with all the deficiencies of my age: my mother's tenderness
assured me that my wish ·was a justifiable one". 26 The revolt which led
Beauvoir to break with the traditional role assigned to French bourgeois
women began when she was ten years' ,o ld.

Her rebellion p:i.ssed through

three stages: mental, clandestine, and ver181.

It began as a revolt

against her mother.
It was her mother's hedging on phrases like "ties of blood" or
~fridt ' of

thy womb" in the Hail, Mary which began to alienate Beauvoir

from her mother. 27

Mme de Beauvoir, crippled by her own upbringing,

sought to suppress Simone's sexual curiousity and make her ashamed of
her body.

Simone dressed in darkness.

Her mother instructed her not to

[

8
~ook

at berbody.

Mme de Beauvoir divided women into two categories;

those who were "respectable" and those who were "loose". 28
recalls:

"There could be no intermediate grades.

Simone

'Physical' questions

sickened her so much that she never attempted to discuss them with me;
she did not even warn me about the surprises awaiting me on the threshold
of puberty". 29
and Simone' s

A conflict developed between MIne de Beauvoir's silence

'curlosity.~ .

But :':Mile de Beauvoir' s position wi thin the

family gave her the advantage.,· ·
Throughout her infancy and childhood, Beauvoir constantly sought
her mother's approval:
When she was angry with me, she gave me a 'black
look'; I used to dread that stormy look which disfigured
her charming face: I needed her smile •••• 30 Any
reproach made by my mother, and even the slightest
frown was a threat to my security: without her approval,
I no longer felt I had any right to live. J1
Beauvoir wanted to discuss the sexual facts of life with her mother,
but her attempts to do so were futile.

Mme de Beauvoir would respond

with "a look of complete indifference; but sometimes, her eyes had
that stormy look •••• she just compressed her lips".J2

Beauvoir

repressed her sexual curiousity in order to avoid her mother's disapproval.
She was more fearfUl of the disturbance . she was causing in her mother's
heart, she said, than her own discomfiture.
her mother, Beauvoir was conditioned by her:

Without ' striving .to imitate
"She inculcated in me a

sense of duty as well as teaching me unselfishness and austerity ••••
I learnt from Mama to control my tongue, to moderate my desires, to say
and do what ought to be said and ;done •.•• My responsibility towards my
mother made my dependence even greater". JJ
advantage of Simone's dependency.
:lgnorance on Simone's part.

Mme de Beauvoir took full

The result was a good deal of; sexual

9
Silence was not the only form of sexual repression Simone knew.
Mme de 13eauvoir censored much of Simone's reading material.

Only a

very small number of selected works were allowed to pass through her
hands; passages in these were often censored. J4 Simone found a way
to avoid this censorship:

''Every time I found myself alone in the

house, I dipped quite freely into all the books in the bookcase ••••
They completed, in a very inconsequential way, my sexual education".35
Beauvoir's use of the word "inconsequential " 'i is', iJlportant.

Even though

she was indulging in disobedience, she was disappointed in the content
of the censored books.
vi vid descriptions
effect upon her:

For example, she claims that reading books with

'~the

"It

act of love" had no emotional or psychological

L-

the act of love

_Z

compromised refinements

and variations which remained a complete mystery to me •••• Not one of
these novels evoked an image of human love or of my own destiny which
afforded me the slightest satisfaction".J6
Beauvoir felt that her parents forbade her to read these books
because the contents might have been harmful to Simone's conception
of sex.

Beauvoir did not think the books harmful to her "moral fiber";

hence. she did not consider reading them a flagrant violation of her
parents' wishes.

She felt that she was being entertained and instructed. 37

Still, she kept her educational esca18des a secret because "if my
actions were made public, they would become criminal". J8
Ironically, reading "permitted" books brought more of an emotional
response from Beauvoir than reading the forbidden books.
involves the book Adam Bede.
book.

One example

Mme de Beauvoir gave Simone a copy of the

Simone thought the book was dull until the heroine t who was

unmarried, found herself to be pregnant:

10

My heart began to pound: heaven forbid that Mama should
read this book! Because then she would know that I
knew: I couldn't bear the thought. I was not afraid
of being reprimanded. I was not to blame. But I
had a panic-stricken fear of what would go on in her
mind. Perhaps she would consider it her duty to have
a talk with me: this prospect filled me with horror
because, judging by the silence she had always maintained
on these subjects, I deduced that she would find it
repugnant to mention them.J9
Beauvoir feared upsetting her mother more than she hated being subjected
to her mother's puritanical sexual values.
Mme de Beauvoir's attitudes did not change.

Simone's did:

"As my critical sense developecj., I began to rebel more and more".40
Through childhood and puberty. Beauvoir did not openly question her
mother's authority.

As she reached adolescence, Beauvoir entered the

third stage of rebellion:
weigh upon me.

''My mother's eternal solicitude began to

She had her own 'ideas' which she did not attempt to

justify, and her decisions often seemed to me quite arbitrary".41

Not

only did she mentally question- her mother's authority, Beauvoir
verbalized her discontentment.
One such confrontation occurred shortly before her sister received
First Communion.
pale fawn leather.

Simone wanted to give her sister a missal bound in
Her mother thought that one with a blue cloth

cover would do just as well.

The two argued, and Simone felt that

she held her own against her mother until they got home:

"In the end

I had to give in, with rage in my heart, vowing never to forgive her
for what I considered to be an abuse of her power over me".

42

Although

such disagreements were rare, they did serve c as an opportunity for
Beauvoir to openly criticize her mother's values, judgements, role
in French society.
When she was thirteen, Simone decided that she did not want to

11

be like her mother:
One afternoon I was helping Mama to wash up; she was
washing the plates, and I was drying; through the window
I could see the wall of 1::arra.cks, and other kitchens
in which women were scrubbing out saucepans or peeling
vegetables. Everyday lunch and dinner; every day washing
up; all those endless hours, those endlessly recurring
hours, all leading nowhere: could I live like that?
Since the day I was born, I had gone to bed richer in
the evening than I had been the day before; but, if,
when I got up the~, I found only a 'tarren plateau,
wi th no landmark to make for, wha.t was the point in
it all? No, I told myself, arranging a pile of Pla~s
in the cupboard, my life is going to lead somewhere. J
Beauvoir's decision came after years of suppressing fee1ings(tbat
conflicted with her mother's values.
Beauvoir resented Mme, .de Beauvoir for stifling her adolescence.
Still, she maintained ambiguous feelings toward her mother.

Even

after she left home, Beauvoir had mixed feelings about her mother:
"Our former relationship lived on in me in its double aspect - a
subjection that I loved and hated". 44

Beauvoir's rebellion as an

adolescent was seldom an open rebellion.

She kept many of her

t

feelings to herself.

Hers was a gradual progression of revolt.

It was not until Mmede Beauvoir died that Beauvoir understood
why her mother placed so many restrictions upon her childhood:

"It

was not in my power to wipe out the unhappiness in her childhood that
condemned Mama.n to make me unhappy and to suffer in her turn from
having done so". 45
society:

Beauvoir saw her mother as a victim of bourgeois

''There are photographs of both of us, taken at about the same

time: I am eighteen, she is nearly forty •••• I am so sorry for them for me because I am so young and understand nothing; for her because
her future is closed and she has never understood anything". 46
Beauvoir no longer saw her mother as the Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde of her
childhood and adolescence:

"The' Maman darling' of the days when I was
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ten can no -longer be told from the inimical woman who oppressed my
adolescence; I wept ''for them both when I wept for myoId mother" ~ 46
As Simone saw it, her mother had been herself repressed by the values
of society.

l3eauvoir loved her mother and respected her position wi thin

the family, even though she thought her mother's authority was
arbit:r.u:y.

This conflict stems from the fact that, although she

did not accept her mother's values, Beauvoir was still conditioned
by them.

Eventually, however, l3eauvoir could not continue to accept

her mother's putitaDiCal values or the secondary status assigned to
her. Simone, in the family and in society.
Father
A contributing factor in l3eauvoir' s rebellion against her mother
was l3eauvoir's identification with her father.

Monsieur de l3eauvoir

was raised in moderately luxurious surroundings.47

His father had

been a successful depu-tment head in Paris' Town Hall.

A1 though

Monsieur de l3eauvoit·..·s father came from a wealthy family, he was in a
social limbo "halfway between the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie,
between the landed gentry and the office worker, respecting but not
practising the Catholic religion". 48 Like the father, the son was
dedicated to his work.
responsibilities.

At home, he did not concern himself with family

He let his children have free rein". 49

His'm:otherhad ', oftenr bollied; him • .'; Monsieur de Beauvoir, who was not
physically strong, hated his brother's violence.
people, he tried to please people. 5O
to please his teacher.

Instead of bullying

In school, he studied diligently

At home. "he lived in his mother's shadow and

1
his only wish was to please her in every way" .5
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Monsieur de Beauvoir's mother came from an austere bourgeois
family of 'Unshakeable Catholic faith in God, in work, in duty, and
in strict personal values". 52 As a child, Monsieur de Beauvoir developed
a close relationship with his mother.
his mother died.

When he

was thirteen years old,

Her death left him devastated.

He felt abandoned.

Monsieur de Beauvoir no longer had his mother's encouragement to
motivate him.

His father did not encourage him to excel at school.

Monsieur de Beauvoir continued to distinguish himself in the subjects
that interested him - Latin and literature:
first prizes.

"but he no longer won

He had stopped trying".53 Like his father, Monsieur

de Beauvoir was caught between the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie:
His name, certain family connections, childhood
friends, and those he associated with as a young man
convinced him tha. t he belonged to the aristocracy, so
he adopted their manner of living •••• The more serious
virtues esteemed by the bourgeoisie he found frankly
boring •••• According to him, if you were born to be
someone, you automatically possessed all the essential
qualities - wit, talent, charm, and good breeding.
The trouble was that in the ranks of that high society
which he laid claim for admittance, he found he was
a nobody.54
Beauvoir's evaluation of her father's social climbing aspirations
explain his desire to become an actor.
to be a "somebody".

<

Monsieur de Beauvoir wanted

He found that actors received much attention

from the aristocracy.

He turned his interests toward the theatre and

became an amateur actor.

Simone recalls:

''Thanks to his talents ••• ,

he did in fact g8.in access to more elgant and less austere circles than
the ones he had been brought up in". 55
Even though he wanted to be a member of the aristocracy, he
retained many of his mother's middle class values. _ The intimate
relationship between Monsieur de Beauvoir and his mother influenced
his views toward women:

"His private mo:ra.li ty was based upon the cult
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of the family; woman, in her role as mother was sacred to him; he
demanded the utmost fidelity from marTied women and all young girls
had to be innocent virgins, but he was prepared to allow great
liberties to men, which led him to cast an indulgent eye upon women

6 Like his mother, Monsieur de Beauvoir respected

known as 'fast ,,,.5

the Catholic church.

However, he maintained his father's skepticism

toward the existence of God. 57
It was with her father's hybrid value system that Simone identified.
Beauvoir felt that her situation in the family resembled that of her
father in his childhood and youth:
He had found himself suspended between the airy
scepticism of my grandfather and the bourgeois
earnestness of my grandmother. In my own case, too,
my father's individualism and pagan. ethical standards
were in complete contrast to the 'rigidly_~oral
conventionalism of my mother's thinking.)O
Monsieur de Beauvoir' s "individualism" and
impressed Simone.

ft~n.

ethical standards"

She was also taken with his intellect and his role

wi thin the family.
Monsieur de Beauvoir did not playas well-defined a role in Simone's
early years as her mother did.

Simone saw little of her father.

would leave every morning for workand :return in the evening.
a small boot and shoe factory.59

He

He owned

When he did appear, however, Simone

was most attracted to his "gaiety and gift of gab". 60
As she grew up, Beauvoir admired her father's culture and
intelligence:

"I was amazed at his culture, his intelligence, and

his infallible good sense".

61

Beauvoir's father responded to her

interest in his intellect and vice versa.
her handwriting and spelling.

He encouraged her to improve

Whenever Simone wrote him a letter,

Monsieur de Beauvoir would return the letter with corrections.

62
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In order to develop Simone's taste for literature, he assembled
a list of books for her to study.
Binville, and Moreau.

Included were works by Coppee,

Monsieur de Eeauvoir spent hours teaching

Simone to read aloud with expression.
her.

Simone remembered:

He read aloud the classics to

"He did not condescend to me, but raised me

up to his level, and then I was proud to feel myself a grown-up
person •••• 1 asked him many questions, which he answered willingly". 63
With her mother, Eeauvoir felt dependent and ordinary.

With her father,

sbe felt raised to a greater intellectual level.
Beauvoir's belief in the superior level of her father's intellect
was connected to his superior role in the familial hierarchy.
saw her father as the ultimate authority:

Eeauvoir

"People and things were

summoned before him: he was the sovereign judge 11.64 Monsieur de
Eeauvoir exercised the most power in the family, his pre-eminence
was undisputed. 65
decisions.

He had the final word on all familial and personal

When she argued with her mother, Simone often appealed

to her father.

If her father told her to obey her mother, Simone

obeyed her mother.

Her parents never

di~ed

in such situations.

Monsieur de Eeauvoir came and went as he pleased.
the theatre; he visited friends.

He did not have to give an account of

his whereabouts to Hme de Eeauvoir.

to him.

He spent time at

Mme.-· de Eeauvoir was subordinate

Her father's combination of charm, intellect, and authority

spurred Simone to emulate him.

Simone's admiration for her father was

a major factor in her eventual refusal to accept the traditional role
of French bourgeois women.
Her father's religious skepticism also influenced her views on
religion.

When she was thirteen years old, Simone denounced the

teachings of the Catholic church and denied the existence of God.
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My father was not a believer; the greatest writers and
the finest thinkers shared his skepticism; on the
whole, it was generaliy the women who went to church;
I began to find it puadoxical and upsetting that the
truth should be their privilege, when men, beyond all
possible doubt, were their superiors •••• Myfather·s
skepticism had prepared the way for me; I would not be
embarking alone upon a hazardous adventure. I even
felt great relief at finding myself released from the
bonds of sex and childhood~,and in agreement with t~se
li beral spirits I admired. 00
Her father's skepticism was one more plece in the puzzle which led
to Simone's revolt.

She admired his intellectualism.

this intellectualismw1 th his skepticism.

She equated

She thought she could

reach a greater intellectual intimacy with her father by adopting
his skepticism.
Although b,y now herself an atheist, she repressed her atheism.
She felt that her father would have been em1:arra.ssed b,y her open
denunciation of the Church because French bourgeois women were
tradi tionally very religious.
receive Communion.

She continued to go to Mass, to

She respected her father's authority and did

not attempt to disrupt the family.
Because of her secret atheism, Beauvoir developed a different
attitu~e

toward her nuns.

These religious women were no longer the

"august high-priestesses of knowledge, but comical old church hens". 67
Again, Beauvoir's father influenced her perceptions:
My father made no secret of the fact that he found
these pious old frauds a little lackward. It
exasperated him that I should be obliged, at the
end of any composition in which I describe~_an~uting
or a party, to •thank God for a pleasant r <lay' •
Thus, he influenced Simone's ideas without realizing what the outcome
would be.
Although Simone admired. 'her, fatber!"s -:role much more than her
mother's and wanted to emulate his male lifestyle, Monsieur de Beauvoir
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wanted her to become a conventional bourgeois woman, like her mother.
Simone was shocked and disillusioned when her father did not take her
intellectual aspirations seriously.

Although her father once said that

Simone "'has a man's brain, she thinks like a man; she is a
he still treatedi<her like a woman.

ma.n!-;69

When she began to menstruate,

Beauvoir was upset with her father's joking reference to her condition:
"I thought of myself in relationship to my father as a purely spiritual
being: I was horrified at the thought that he suddenly considered me
to be a mere organism". 70

Beauvoir may have had the intellect of a

man, but she was still an inferior woman in the eyes of her father.
Monsieur de Beauvoir did not conceal his disappointment for
Simone's lack of feminine elegance:
For years he had done nothing but heap praises on my
head. But when I entered the 'difficult' age, he was
disappointed in me: he appreciated elegance and beauty
in women •••• 71 Not ill naturedly, but with complete
absence of tact, he would pass remarks about my complexion,
my acne, my clumsiness, which only made my misery worse
and aggravated my bad habits. 72
For years, :Beauvoir had sought her father's praise.
wi th pride whenever he complimented her.

She had swelled

The intellectual intimacy

which she thought existed between her father and herself was replaced
by sexual subordination.

Monsieur de Beauvoir wanted Simone to be inte1ligait, but not
intellectual:

''My father was no feminist, he admired the wisdom 'of

the novels of Colette Yver in which the woman lawyer, or the woman
doctor in the end sacrifice their careers in order to provide their
children and husbmd with a happy home".73

Monsieur de Beauvoir did

not approve of girls going to state schools, which he called "licensed
brothels" • 74
Monsieur de Beauvoir wanted Simone and her sister to have a
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husband and a family, but he suffered financial ruin.
shoe factory that he owned went bankrupt.

....

The boot and

His new job, a "financial

advertiser":..:t'orseveraLnew!?pa.pers· bro~t~hiIL-w.1'1 ~li ttle. ,.o~1?76
The girls had no doweries.

They would be forced to go to work.

marveled at the thought of working.
herself:

Simone

Again, she kept her feelings to

"I infinitely preferred the prospect of working for a I iving

to that of marriage: at least it offered some hope.

There had been

people who had done things: .I, too, would do things It • 77 Simone's
mother stayed home and cared for the family, but Beauvoir did not
i"egard -sUchan actin ty .as .. '·' doing something".

Simone wanted to do

something of universal importance, not something as ordinary as raising
a family.

Simone's father did things - he worked, he acted, he mingled

with more "intellectually stimulating" people than did her mother.
The writers that he and Simone admired "did" things.

Simone's

identification with her father inspired her to emulate him, even though
he disapproved of her ambition.

Monsieur de :Beauvoir's disapproval caused bitterness between him
and Simone.

Even when he died, Simone did not feel &S;1 JRuch

BadDeaa';?~~

bis°a.eath,.&s csne ::··dicli.ffbrd'ter. motMr,'s. She did not express anyf'eeliDls
of great serrow for the man who played such a vital role in her
intellectual development.

Beauvoir did not want to be like her mother,

yet she could not separate the mother she loved as a·child from the
mother she resented as an adolescent.

Beauvoir wanted to be like her

father, yet his disapproval of her aspirations remained as an alienation
between him and :Beauvoir.
Beauvoir's rebellion against her pu-ents was subtle.

It was more

like the bending of the twig than the breaking of the branch.

She

kept many of her feelings to herself in order to spare her parents
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anxiety.

Even though she disagreed with many of her parents' ideas,

Beauvoir was clever enough to appear respectful toward them.
There was one person over whom Beauvoir exercised her authority,
her younger sister Poupette.

Through Poupette, Beauvoir played the

role of the ultimately powerful adult, the role she admired in her father.
Sister
Poupette vas Beauvoir's younger sister.
position as the eldest child:

Beauvoir enjoyed her

nAs far back as I can remember, I was

always proud of being the elder: of being first". 78

Being the eldest

was an important element in Beauvoir's close relationship with her

sister which began when Beauvoir was six years old.
Poupette means ''Ii ttle'dol1".

The name is appropriate in

describing Simone's relationship to Poupette.
1i ttle doll.

Simone manipulated her sister.

Poupette -was Simone's
She worked out their

gaJRes and their living relationship, attributing such leadersbip to,
,~self.,;.corifidenee".

among other things, her

But Beauvoir cannot lint

her reasons for ilanipu.la.ting her activities with her sister to her
domineering personality.

What Beauvoir overlooks is the analogy to

her relationship with her pu-ents.

Beauvoir tried, and for severiU

years, succeeded in exercising her authority over Poupette in the
same way that her parents exercised their authority over Beauvoir.
Simone took great pride in controlling Poupette's activities:
''What I appreciated most in our relationship was that I had a real hold
over her".80

Mme de Beauvoir had tried. to control Simone's games, her

reading material, etc.
over her sister.

Beauvoir exercised the Same type of authority

Beauvoir gained personal prestige from her power over

Poupette:"Sbe alone endowed me with authority; adults sometimes gave
in to me: she obeyed me".

81

Beauvoir took advantage of her position in
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the family, of being the eldest child.
To Simone, childhood meant passively taking orders from adults.
Her relationship with Poupette provided Simone with the best possible
opportunity to be assertive. -Beauvoir said that she invented ;the mixture
of authorl ty and affection that marked her dealings :With her sister. 82
Beauvoir acted as Poupette's teacher.
wrl teo

She taught her to read and to

Teaching her gave Beauvoir the feeling of being on the level

of grown-ups:
I was on their level,' and my success had nothing to
do with their pleasure. It satisified in mean
aspiration that was more than mere vanity. Until then,
I had contented myself with responding dutifully to
the care that was . lavished upon me: but now, for the
first time, I, too, was being of service to someone.
I was breaking away from the ~si vi ty of childhood
and entering the great h~ circle in which everyone
is useful to everyone else. J
Beauvoir imparted knowledge to Poupette in the same way that Monsieur
de Beauvoir imparted knowledge to Simone.
up to her level:
ego, my double.

Beauvoir brought Poupette

"She idolized me •••• She was my liegeman, my alter
I plumed myself on the superiority accorded to my

g:reater age". 84

Beauvoir felt that her sister's idolization for her diminished
as Poupette grew up.

Beauvoir said that she was grateful for the

opportuni ty she had had to be authori tati ve and assertive, that
she had had, in fact, a younger sister:
out differently if it had been a boy?

"Would things have turned
I cannot tell.

In any event,

I do not think I would have be ne fi ted; indeed, I should probably have
been worse off". 85 A younger brother would have carried more authority
in the male-dominated French familial hierarchy.

Poupette appears to

have allowed Simone to break out of the role of traditionally docile
female.
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Simone was not alone in her fight against French bourgeois
social conventions.

Her ally was Elizabeth "?aza" Mabille.

As far

as Beauvoir was concerned, her first important stroke of luck occurred
with the appearance of ?aza at the Cours Desir, her elementary school.
This happened when Beauvoir was about ten years 01d.

86

?azaentered

Simone's life at about the same time Simone was beginning to be
alienated from her mother and starting to identify increasingly with
her father.

?aza encouraged Beauvoir's rebellious spirit.

?aza. came from an upper middle class Catholic family.
third in a family of nine children.
her parents' values.
Beauvoir.

She was

There was no conflict between

She lived in more homogeneous surroundings than

Both of Zaza' s J;8rents adhered closely to conventional

bourgeois mores.

Her mother, like many Catholic bourgeois women,

llhad too many offspring, performed too many 'social obligations'

and sat on too many committees to be able to give very much of herself
to her children •••• her smiling J;8tience concealed cold indifference ••••
Zaza felt herself to be

more~- or-less

neglected"". 87 ' zaza ~s !l"athet ·did "not

hide his preference for her sister Lili.

Being in a large family and

being neglected left Zaza feeling worthless.

When left on her own,

Zaza "discovered in herself a host of faults: she was ugly, ungraceful,
not very nice, and nobody loved her.

She compensated

L

said Beauvoir

_7

for this sense of inferiority by making fun of everything". 88
One of the things Zaza ridiculed was the hypocrisy of French
bourgeois social conventions.

Her familY's

influenced her feelings toward such mores:

position ~

in society

'"In [her family's

t.7

circle there was much talk of God, of charity, of ideals; but Zaza soon
perceived that all these people only respected money and social position.
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This hypocrisy revolted her; she sought refuge from it in deliberate
cynicism" •89

Beauvoir loved Zaza' s cynicism, her open defiance of

bourgeois hypocrisy.

One year at a music recital, Zaza committed an

act which Beauvoir thought was scandalous.

Zaza chose to play a piece

which her mother thought was too difficult for her; she always had to
scramble through a few of the bars.
piece perfectly.

At the recital, Zaza played the

Taking her bow J she cast a triumphant gaze at her

mother and stuck her tongue out at her.

Beauvoir recollected the

audience's response:
All the little girls' ringlets trembled with apprehension and the teachers' faces froze into disapproving
masks. But when Zaza came down from the platform her
mother gave her such a light-hearted kiss that no one
dare reprimand her. For me this exploit surrounded
her with a halo of glory. Al though [', was subject to
laws, to conventional behavior, to prejudice, I
nevertheless liked anything novel, sincere, and
spontaneous~
I was ;completely won over by Zaza's
vivacity and independence of spirit. 90
other such incidents drew Beauvoir closer to Zaza.
A few years later when she had the opportunity to attend a lyc{e,
Simone chose to stay at the Cours Desir with Zaza.

She would have

been exposed to more secular-minded people at the lycE!e.
no longer had had to conceal her career aspirations.
Zaza.

She would

But she idolized

She worshipped Zaza's self-confidence, the ease with which she

learned to play the piano, to dance, to succeed at school.

She was

Beauvoir's peer, yet Zaza had the nerve to defy her superiors.

Such

open defiance put Zaza on a superior level, in Beauvoir's eyes.
Zaza ' s disobedience eroded Simone's role as the dutiful daughter =
"She made me give up my role of the good little girl; and she taught
me independence and disrespect, but only superficially". 92

The word

"superficially" is an appropriate description of Zaza's defiance.
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On the surface, Zaza may have been more courageous and more open in
her rebellion against her family than Simone.

Deep down inside, Zaza

was a victim Qf her family's bourgeois social code.

She was too

vulnerable, too attached to her mother and upset. over her father's
preference for her sister. 93

Zaza spoke out against her familY's

values. but she never freed herself from these values.

For Beauvoir.

they were "oppressive values".
When she was about eighteen years old. Zaza fell in love with a
young man named Pxadelle.
respectable family.

He was a practising Catholic. from a highly

Zaza' s mother did not like Pradelle.

Her Z"f;!asons

were unclear. but she appeared to want Zaza to marry someone from an
even higher social stratum.

She wanted to arrange a marriage between

Zaza and man whom Zaza did not love.

Such an arrangement . was not

uncommon among French bourgeois families.

ZaZa and her mother had

violent arguments over the issue:
'But what have you got against this young man?'
she would cry. 'Nothing. Mama.' Zaza would reply.
'I just don't love him. that's all.' 'My dear. it's
the man who loves, not the woman,' Madame Mabille
explained. She got exasperated: 'As you've got nothing
against the young man. why won't you marr,y him? You
sister mad~ do with a boy much less intelligent than
herself! '91.j.
.
Zaza eventually succumbed to her mother's authority.
forbade her to see both Simone and Pradelle.
was encouraging Zaza to rebel against her.

Pradelle was over-ruled.
little:

Her mother

She felt that Simone
Zaza's desire to marry

She knew that her feelings counted for

"'In our kind ' of society, marriages aren~t made like t~t. , ..95

As , a result, ·" Zaza became melancholy and bitter.

A1 though her mother

finally relented and consented to the marriage, it was too late.
Zaza contracted meningitis and died.
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Beauvoir blamed Zaza's death on her failure to assert her independence
of her parents' authority. 96

Years : later, a Time Magazine article

devoted to Beauvoir's early years, "Birth of a Beaver", .said that
Zaza ,"overtaxed herself trying to be Simone's fellow freedom fighter
against pu-ental cant".

Having two pu-ents who shared the same m.sic

values proved more formidable an opposition than Beauvoir's divided
parents.

In "From

God· ' ,to~.Sa.rtre~·-\ ::.Dailys ilaing . coilcluded~

L-against

Zaza;]

was committed by her parents in the name of parental

that; "the -,crime

authorl ty upheld by the whole rigid structure of their morl bund society". 98
Beauvoir gained two important personal insights from her
relationship with Zaza.

The first affected Beauvoir's attitude

toward the bourgeoisie in general:
It was through Zaza that I discovered how odious the
bourgeoisie was. I should have turned against the
bourgeoisie in any case, but I should not have felt
the falseness of their attitude towards things of the
spirit, their stifling conformity, their arrogance
and their oppressive tyranny - I should not have
felt it in my heart nor paid for it wi th my tears. 99
Zaza's death made Beauvoir more adamant in her fight against her own
parents and their bourgeois values.

Through Zaza, Beauvoir had come

to know "the joy of loving, the delight of intellectual exchange,
and of daily intimate alliance".100
relationship with Zaza.

Beauvoir never forgot her

Zaza's tragedy surfaced again when Beauvoir

began her career as a writer.
Jacques
Jacques was one of Simone's distant cousins.
older than Simone.

He was six months

Simone met Jacques when they were eight years old.

Beauvoir has long contended that Jacques was of little importance
to her.

101

The many pages in her

autobiographi~s

which are devoted
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to Jacques indicate otherwise.
than she has ever admitted.

Jacques was more important to Simone

Jacques conveyed the romantic image of

the poet, the artist, the philosopher - the type of man Simone and her
father admired.
Beauvoir's education, her father, and her upbringing all conspired
to convince her that women belonged to an inferior caste.
had little use for women, but he liked Simone.
Simone feel special:

102 Jacques

His attention made

"'Simone is a precocious child, ." he had said.

The word pleased me vastly".

103

.

When Simone grew up, Jacques treated

her as a.n:oinit.ellectual· equal: '·· "He

liltedLe~Grantl.Mea.ulnes·~

and had;,made

me loVe it; ••• I used to have confidential chats with Jacques which
seemed to draw us even closer together".

104

Beauvoir was dazzled by

Jacques' self-assurance, his brilliance, his compositions:
flabbergasted me because he could identify a Braque

o~

"He

a Matisse

without seeing the signature: that seemed to me like magic.

I was

dazed by all the new things he revealed to me, so much that I almost
had the feeling that he was the author of them all" •

10

5

Simone's relationship with Jacques, ·; then, was similar to her
relationship with her father.

Jacques was her teacher, an intellectual

superior raising her to his level of competency.

To Simone, Jacques

represented the potentially ideal husband:
The man determined to be mine would be neither inferior
nor different, nor outrageously superior; someone who
would guarantee my existence without taking away my
power of self-determination •••• I should not marry unless
I met someone more a£6~plished than myself, ~t my
equal, my double....
This idyllic match Tbetween
Beauvoir and Jacquesjt was obviously made in heaven. 106
Jacques was more than the perfect husb1.nd for Beauvoir.

He was the

solution to the conflict between Beauvoir and her parents.
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Jacques was a respected member of the bourgeoisie.

He accepted

the social mores of French society when in the presence of his elders:
"He used to make a great· display of his respect for bourgeois
insti tutions" •

10

7 Privately, however, Jacques expressed his antipathy

to such institutions to Simone.

Although she hated French social

conventions, Beauvoir still wanted parental approval.

Marriage to

Jacques, she felt would have fulfilled her intellectual needs and
satisfied her parents ' bourgeois expectations of her:
I would read. side by side with Jacques, and I would
think of 'the two of us' •••• His mother and sister ·
would lavish their affection upon me and my parents
would be kinder to me: I should become once more a
person universally loved and I would take my place in
that society from which I had felt myself exiled
forever. Yet I would not give up my new 'ideas',
with Jacques beside me, happiness would never mean
just closing our eyes to reality •••• I would find my
salvation in peace of heart and not in mental anguish ••••
I staked my whole future on this one chance. lOB
Beauvoir was not able to fuse her ideas with bourgeois conventions
through marriage to Jacques.

She saw him sporadically.

toward him were as inconsistent as her meetings withbim:::

Her feelings
"At times

Jacques was everything to me; at others absolutely nothing at all

It.

109

Even though ';,he;; shared a close personal relationship with Simone
and told her she was the most special woman in his life, Jacques could
not convince himself to make a commitment to her.
in a series of fleeting love affairs.
of these affairs to Simone.

Instead., he engaged

He would describe the details

Simone began to see marriage to Jacques

as an end to their relationship, to his "free-spirited" lifestyle. 110
Ul tima tely, Jacques married a girl he did not love.
was arranged by their respective mothers.
Jacques.

The marriage

Years later, Beauvoir met

He was an emotionally destroyed man, an alcoholic with an

unhappy marriage.

He had succumbed to bourgeois conventions.

He had,
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according to Simone, deceived himself, thinking that conforming to
the social mores of French bourgeois society would make him secure and
accepted.

Trying to reconcile these values with his disapproval of

them as a youth caused Jacques much personal conflict.
Jacques was a philosopher, an aesthete.

To Beauvoir,

But his failure to break away

from the established order of the bourgeoisie to pursue his talents
made him weak in her eyes.
From her relationship with Jacques, Beauvoir became skeptical
of marriage and of idealized love.

Marriage to Jacques would not

have solved the conflict between Simone and her parents.

Beauvoir's

relationship with Jacques forced her to realize that she could not
compromise her anti-establishmentarian views with bourgeois social
conventions:

"It. "was I who had been wrong in wanting life to conform

to a preconceived ideal •••• I had always preferred reality to mirage ••••
I prided myself on having stumbled on a solid problem, and on having
successfully solved it ... 111
love:

Beauvoir also discarded her view of idyllic

"Jacques had never set himself up as a hero or a saint ••••

it was my own dream that was at fault, not

his~.·.112 There was one

person who helped Beauvoir realize that her dream was at fault.
/

That person was Stepha.
stE!'pha
Ste'pha served as the link between Beauvoir' s fading relationship
with Jacques and her impending relationship with Jean-Paul Sartre.
stepha inspired Beauvoir's transition from perceiving love as the
ethereal fusion of two spirits to seeing love as the passionate union
of two human beings.

It was an enlightening experience for the then

nai ve Beauvoir.
ste'pha was an attractive Polish girl:

''She had pretty blond hair,
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blue eyes that were both languorous and gay, a broad full mouth and a
qui te exceptional attractiveness which I then hadn't the face to call
by its right name: sex-appeal". 11 J Ste'pha served a governess for Zaza' s
three youngest siblings.

Since she was a foreigner, S~Pha was

ignorant of many French bourgeois sexual mores.

This did not stop
;'

Zaza 's mother from 18ssing judgement upon her.

One day Stepha was

telling Zaza and Simone's fortunes with cards.

A local clergyman,

Xavier du Moulin came , for a visit.

ste'pha told his fortune "without

regard to the dignity of his cloth; she flirted discreetly with

';"

'~

him, and he smiled at her a great deal •••• The mothers and elder sisters
were outraged; behind her b!.ck Madame Mabille accused Ste'pha of not
leeping her place.

'Besides, I'm sure she's no lady,' she said" .114

The tem "no lady" meant that Ste'pha was not a virgin.
had no proof that stepha was not a virgin.

Mme Mabille

She assumed as much because

she disapproved of stepha's overt flirtation, her unpretentiousness.
Simone and Zaza, however, were delighted by stepha's action.

She

exposed Zaza and Simone to the real world of Paris' night life •
."

When stepha met Simone, the latter was in;;a state of mental and
physical disarray.
her nails.

She hardly ever brushed her teeth and never cleaned

ste'Pha taught Beauvoir to look in the mirror.

Beauvoir how to be Physicallyattractive.

She showed

iiS

Mentally, SU;pha challenged Simone's sexual attitudes:

"It was

something very ordinary for her {"ste'Pha_7 to frequent bars and cafes
in which I used to go hunting secretly for extraordinary experiences:
she certainly saw them from a different angle to me.

I realized that

I took people as they were; I didn't suspect them of having any other
self than the official one; ste'"Pha had opened my eyes to the fact 'that
this rigid society had its darker corners". 116 Such experiences upset
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Beauvoir because she saw the hypocrisy of the bourgeoisie.

She was

shocked to find that many of the so-called "morally upstanding" citizens
who visited her pu-ents' home also spent some of their evenings at
local bars.

As a result. the bars and dance halls where:Beauvoir

spent her evenings now filled her with disgust and even "horror'.'.
She said, "despite my rationalist mentality. the things of the flesh
remained taboo to me t •• 11 ?
S~pha. lived with a SJWlish p:1inter named Fernando.

Simone

observed that Fernando was always in stepha's ap:1rtment whenever she
visi ted.

Still, Simone's bourgeois upbringing forbade her from realizing

~

that stepha and Fernando were having an affair.
stepha chided Simone for being idealistic:

"She made some gentle

attempts to open my eyes a little: 'But I'm telling you, dear, physical
love is very ·important, for men,,"e~;pecl.aJ.17 ••• ;!In!~ber.,bri~, ::::.lII&ttep:::o£~act
. ".
.
118
voice, Stepha explained to me that men aren't angels".
At first,
Simone disapproved of stepha. 's stories:

"I was a soul. a pure,

disembodied spirit, I was only interested in people's souls and spirits.
The advent of sexuality destroyed this angelic concept" .119
reaction

~s

not surprising.

Beauvoir's

Even though she questioned bourgeois

social mores, she had never been exposed to the seamy side of society.
Eventually, stepha. 's stories began to take ona·;;more'.poSitd.ve
effect.

Simone saw Jacques in a new way:

"Actually. there was nothing

seraphic about Jacques' face, but a certain bourgeois icing masked some of
its abundant sensuality •••• I was tired of saintliness and was overjoyed
that he should treat me - as only Ste'pha had done - as a creature of the earth" .120
Even though her relationship with Jacques did not work out,
Beauvoir was ready for a more lasting relationship with Jean-Paul Sart:re •
./

Time Magazine best describes the importance of Stepha. to Beauvoir's
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perception of male-female relationship:

.,

..,.

"stepha played Professor

Higgins to Simone's Eliza Doolittle: after Stepha's grooming, Simone
was ready to be Professor Sartre's fair lady" .121
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Chapter Two
More Than sartre' s Sidekick
It has been said by some people that Sartre writes my
books •••• It has also been said that he made me as a
wri ter •••• Let it pass. Long \!)efore I came on the scene
they were saying that Colette 'slept her way' to fame;
so anxious is our society to maintain the accepted
status of members of my sex as secondary beings"
reflections, toys or pa.ra.si tes of the all-important
male. 1
The appearance of Jean-Paul sartre was a major turning point in
Beauvoir's life.

He 'was her friend, her colleague, and her lover.

His existentialism had a great influence upon Beauvoir's views on
herself and on women.
in this chapter.

The extent'"of his influence will be explored

When scrutinized, Beauvoir emerges as more than

Sartre's parasitic sidekick.

Her writings on women are a unique

blend of her views on existentialism, on Marxism, and on the
restrictions of her French Catholic bourgeois upbringing.
sartre and Beauvoir
Beauvoir met Sartre through a mutual friend named

Anru:e Heroo.ud.

Beauvoir's friendship with Herbaud prepared the way for her relationship with Sartre.

Heroo.ud was a student in one of Simone's classes

at the Ecole Normale Superieu:re in Paris.

Heroo.ud, Sartre, and Paul

Nizan belonged to an anti-establishmentarian clique.

They. were

opposed to fellow students whom they called "Holy Willies".

The

"Holy Willies", they felt, blindly conformed to the socio-religious
values of the bourgeoisie.

At night, Heroo.ud, sart:re., and Nizan would

throw water bombs on them from their windows and would be ostracized
the next day.

2

Simone knew who Herlaud, Sartre, and Nizan were.

3?
She was intrigued by their rebellious spirit but was wary of their
bad reputations and hesitated to strike up a conversation with any
of them.

It was. Herbaud who first spoke to Simone. 3

Herbaud reminded Simone of Jacques:

["Herbaud_7

"often used a

smile instead of a word and seemed to live elsewhere than in books It • 4
Beauvoir saw Herbaud as her intellectual superior.

She admired his

culture and always tried to say something intelligent to him. She
felt that he had the kind of intelligence that went straight to her
heart.

The major drcLwback in Simone's relationship with Herbaud was

that he was married.

5

Beauvoir did not admit this, but Herbaud was in many ways the
mirror image of her father.
who were "individualists
women.

Like her father, Herbaud admired writers
He also had similar views on the role of

If.

Herbaud had been appalled when st:pha. flirted with him.

He

disliked such aggressive women, feeling that they were stepping
outside their womanly role.
married.

6

He felt that all women should get

He advised Simone, who was still confused over Jacques, to

either marry Jacques or to find someone else.?
not of primary importance in marriage.

To Herbaud, love was

At that time, many bourgeois

marriages were arranged as the economic merger between two families
rather than the spiritual union of two souls, and Herbaud found this
quite sensible.
Herbaud's attitude angered Simone.
were only material commitments.

She felt that such marriages

To Simone, the most important link

between two people should have been love.

When she saw Nizan with

his wife pushing a baby carriage, Simone wished that she would never
find herself in such a situation, since she saw the child as one more
8
material link, part of an enslaving chain, binding the parents.

She was beginning to see marriage and the family as two of the
obstacles to female sexual freedom.

She will take issue with these

two institutions in The Second Sex.
Herbaud 's double standard also upset Simone.

In his opinion,

a man who remained a virgin after the age of eighteen was a neurotic.
A woman, however, should only have sex after martiaga~9 ''These ,attitudes
paralleled those of Simone's father.

After talking to Herbaud, Simone

found herself admitting that women should be as free to dispose of their
virginity as men.

Herbaud disapproved, telling Simone, "'Although I

like a woman to please me , I find it impossible to respect a woman
I've had.' ..10
Simone objected to Herbaud's use of the word "had".
that women were merely objects, material possessions.

It implied

A man did not

have a woman in the same way in which he had a drink; he did not consume
her.

Simone also balked at Herbaud's insistance that, in sexual

matters, the society in which Simone was raised only respected married
'Women.

Beauvoir said that societal respect meant little to her:

"It

seemed to me better to stake everything on love, -,and to hell with
domesticity" • 11
Beauvoir was rejecting more than Herbaud's sexism.

She was

breaking away from the need to have her father's approval and respect.
Beauvoir had been disappointed with her father's views on women when
she was an adolescent, yet she had still sought his approval.

She

was jealous when her father preferred her prettier, more "feminine"
sister.

It bothered her that she was not elegant enough for her

father's liking.

His grudge against her lack of femininity upset

her~12

Herbaud echoed her father's attitudes toward women, bUt,unlike her
father, had no paternal authority over her.

He was distant enough
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from Beauvoir to allow her to disagree with him without feeling any
of the guilt she had felt when she disagreed with her father.

Once

she aired her views on a woman's right to lead her own life as she
pleased, Beauvoir put her words into actions.

She began her relationship

wi th Jean-Paul Sartre.
Like Herlaud, Sartre was Beauvoir's intellectual superior.
was also a sexist.

He

Why Beauvoir tolerated Sartre's sexism and rejected

Herbaud's sexism remains a mystery.

However, Beauvoir has said that

her trust in Sarli:e was so complete that "he supplied me with the sort
of unfailing security that I once bad from my parents, or from God tf • 13
Such a statement could easily. lead;c:one· ·, to2as:sumehtbat.:.:Beau'tOir:.;never
completely freed herself from the bonds of P1rental restriction.

Had

she refused the bourgeois sexism of her parents only to bow to the
existential sexism of Sartre?

Not really.

Sartre's male chauvinism

unwittingly liberated Beauvoir's attitudes toward male-female relationships.
When he was growing up, Sartre was surrounded by women: his mother
and grandmother took care of him, and there were many neighborhood
girls around him.14 He claims to have had conscious carna.l thoughts
as early as age nine.

He had a girlfriend before age thirteen and his

first sexual experience at age sixteen. iS

Given his Catholic bourgeois

upbringing which frowned upon any sexual activities until after marriage,
Sartre~s "; experlenCe~)contra.dieted , the

accepted sexUal mores.

Sartre

later regarded his first sexual. encounter as his first act of liberation
from bourgeois society: it was a blow against societal taboos.

i6

Sartre may have freed himself from sexual taboos, but his
attitude toward. women was hardly so liberated.

He was like the

proverbial soul who could not see the forest because of the trees.
He lived amidst women, but he was unaware of how they were repressed.
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In his book, Life/Situations, published in 1977, Sartre admits that
his grandmother was both socially and intellectually restricted. by
his grandfather.

She remained subordinate to him wi thin the family.

Sartre •s mother was similarly restricted by her parents and both her
first and second husbands.

Sartre claimed that he had seen their

problems as individual cases and did not relate them to a universal
condition of women.

Thus, Sartre rationalized his views on women

by an appeal to existentialism and individualism.

For example, Sartre

felt that the domineering quality possessed by his step-father was
not inherent in all men.

He also declared that although he had sensed

the restrieted aspect of these relationships, he had not recognized
them consciously.17

Only' later did he concede that his mother and

grandmother were socially, sexually, and intellectually restricted

•

as women.

But as a child, he believed that, given the personalities

of his parents and grandIarents, their relationships were quite
natural.

18

Today, by emphasizing that his sense of their restriction

was unconscious, Sartre frees himself from sexist recriminations.
He has'.'.used the same "existential .hindSight as Beauvoir used in
explaining her tantrums.
Sartre's major role model was his grandfather.
took much of early machismo.

From him, Sartre

Since Sartre' s grandmother was disgusted

by sex, his grandfather engaged in a series of affairs to satisfy his

sexual appetite.

Sartre concluded that it was natural for a male to

have many affairs. 19

A life-long cynicism about marriage was also

encouraged by his broken engagement.

He was supposed to marry a

beautiful cousin, but her Iarents objected to the reputation he had
acquired at the Ecole Normale Superiere.

The rebuke left Sartre bitter. 20
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Even though he has maintained a lasting relationship with
Beauvoir ( one to which they were committed intellectually as well as
sexually ), Sartre did not remain sexually faithful to Beauvoir nor
she to him.

They saw their commitment to one another

social and legal expectations.

-transcending

For them, it was a living reality,

not- just a word printed on a piece of paper.
love ".

as

They had an "essential

This meant that, while they remained together emotiona1ly"and

intellectually, each was allowed to experience as many other sexual
relationships as they desired.

Sartre claims that this relationship

with Beauvoir demonstrated a profound equality between the two sexes.

21

In fact, this relationship was often at the expense of·.·others.
For example, in 1947 when Beauvoir visited America, she had an
affair with writer Nelson Algren.

Algren knew that Beauvoir had

emotional and career ties in Paris, yet he never fully comprehended
the extent of her commitment to Sartre.
Beauvoir suggested that her

In Force of Circumstance,

sOJlle:wbat :~'''vague;r-~aSons:-,_ for

Sartre left Algren somewhat confused.

-retna:m.ng

to

Simultaneously in France,

Sartre had been having an affair with another woman.

When he decided

that their affair should be ended, the woman became furious, claiming
that Sartre never told her about Beauvoir • . Sartre said that he always
told other women about Beauvoir.

What Sartre and Beauvoir failed to

explain to their respective lovers was the intellectual and emotional
depth of their relationship. 22
In Life/Situations, there is an interview of Sartre b,y Beauvoir
on feminist issues.
sexism.

,

Beauvoir is quick to reprimand Sartre for his

He concedes that there is an element of macho present in

his relationships with women. 23
both confusing and contradictory.

Sartre's de fi ni tion of macho is
Macho is simply a .strong sense of -
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masculine pride.

"'
However, Sartre believed that his own personal

magho had little to do with his gender.

He was, he said, intellectually

superior to most men as' well as to all lfomen.,With the exception of Simone.
He believed that his so-called equal relationship with Beauvoir made
him more macho to other women. 24 This so-called equal relationship
which he shared wi thBeauvoir did not decrease his machismo toward
other women.

It actually served to enhance it. 25 Sartre's unclear

definition of macho appears to be an attempt to avoid admitting that he
might have felt "slightly" superior to Simone.

His recollections of

conversations with women indicate that, however he may define it,
Sartre's macho was simply a feeling of superiority over women.
For example, he says he dominated his
He says he did so because he

was

with women.

conve~ations

the one who decided to lead them.

He was the one who decided what kind of relationship there would be, provided
that the woman was willing.

It was he who initiated the relationships
26
b,y making the first advances.
He constantly attempts to justify
his behavior toward women by an appeal to existentialism:

"I did not

assume that my macho arose from the fact that I was male.

I took it

to be a characteristic t:ra.i t of mine •••• I took it to be individual
superiority" • 27
In an interview with Pierre Benichou, Sartre sums up his often
ambiguous attitude toward women:
In the end, I like women because they are oppressed.
I think that's it. I blame myself, because I am in
favor of women's liberation, but I think that women's
interest in people or things comes from the fact that
they have more'leisure than men •••• If they were 28
liberated, they would be like men and talk shop.
Sartre does not want women to become like men in this respect.
continues to cherish what he' terms their sentimentalism.
quality which intellectually sets women apart from men.

He

It is that
Beauvoir
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will take issue with this idea in The Second Sex.
Sart:re relies on his existential "will to power" in explaining
his machismo.

The "I make my own decisions, I determine my fate" is

evident in his reasons for viewing )lomEm··as.ini'eriors.
however, no ex! t for Sartre to dispose of his sexism.

There is,
After examining

some of his encounters with women, Sart:re is still a sexist - an
existential sexist.
Despi te his chauvinism toward other women, Sart:re did not assume
such superiority over Beauvoir.

Their "essential love" allowed them to

possess'J.& .duB.l ~ ideilti ty·:,.as,~:a ' couple. They shared similar philosophical
views without losing their indi vidual identity.
their belief in existentialism.

One such example is

While his philosophy clearly influenced

Beauvoir, Sartrenever controlled her thinking.

While she adopted much

of his philosophy, she shaped it into her own personal feminist statement.
Sartre's Philosophy
Sart:re's philosophy left an indelible mark on Beauvoir's writings,
including her views on feminist issues.

To examine the philosophy of

Sartre would be the topic of another thesis.

For the purposes of this

paper, it is .. necessary to consider certain aspects 'of his existentialism
which :relate to Beauvoir's response to feminist issues.
Sartre

IS

famous statement that "existence p:recedes essence" best

defines his existentialism.
is not fixed.

By this he means that the human personality

Rather, it is constantly changing.

sartre places a

great deal of emphasis on free will, on man being able to
own destiny. 29,.

determine'~his

Man, then, is what he becomes through his acts.

Beauvoir will later incorporate this doctrine into The Second Sex.
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Another aspect of Sartre's philosophy is found in his book
Existential Psychoanalysis.

He finds problems within ·Freudian thought

and attempts to find solutions for them.

The central 'principle of

existential psychoanalysis was not libido nor the unconscious, as was
the case with Freud, but choices of being.
my choices". JO

Hence, the remark, "I am

The most flagrant difference between the two psycho-

analyses lies in thearea of the unconscious versus the conscious.
Freudian psychoa.na.lysis seeks to uncover the unconscious in order to
cure a neurosis.
unconscious:

Existential psychoanalysis rejects the theory of the

"It makes the psychic act coextensive with consciousness ".31

Beauvoir later criticized Freudian psychoanalysis and technique ( i.e.
emphasis on dreams, free association, transference ) in relation to
women's sexual repression in The Second Sex. " in The Mandarins, she
showed how, , through',.the, character ;Paula,· . the:·,_~ppl.iCation, ·of:. such
techniques 1d6es.not-always cure a woman's sexual repression.
The idea of "'tad fa! th" and the concept of "the other", both
discussed in Sartre's Existential Psychoanalysis, are found in many of
Beauvoir's novels and essays.

In 1938, Sartre and Beauvoir were

trying to work out a philosophy for themselves when he formulated the
notion of mauvaise foi or bad fa! tho 32

Bad fa! th means lying to oneself

in order to escape the responsi bili ty of making choices.
difference between 'tad :tai th and lying in general.

There is a

The essence of the

lie implies that the liar knows exactly what truth he is hiding.

Bad

faith implies hiding a displeasing truth from oneself. 33 Here, the
deceiver is also the deceived:

"The subject deceives himself about

the meaning of his conduct, he apprehends it in its concrete existence
but not in its truth".J4

It is the individual's failure to derive

the truth from a situation which alienates him from it.

Sartre gives several examples of bad faith.
is appropriate to the discussion of women.

One such example

A woman who consents to

go out with a particular man is aware of his intentions toward her.
Sooner or later, she knows that she will have to make a decision
regarding his intentions.
to make such a

decision~

If she does not want to recognize the need
the woman may ignore the man's advances.

If

he tells her that she is attractive, she dismisses the sexual connotations of the phrase.

The woman does not quite know what she wants.

She is aware of her sexual desire, but cannot admit this naked desire
to herself.

It would contradict her bourgeois sexual standards.

may allow her hand to rest in her companion's.

She

At the same time,

she engages in an "intellectual" conversation, divorcing herself
from the pleasure of the man I s touch. 35 The woman is enjoying the
physical contact with her companion.

By pretending

to ignore the

position of her hand, she is making her hand a passive object.
denies its carnal existence.

She

It is this contradiction between the

acti ve and the passive, acknowledgement and denial, which cha.ra.cteri. zes
Sartre's bad faith.

This example also illustrates the brand of 'tad

faith used by women who have been taught to repress sexual desires.
Another concept expressed in Existential Psychoanalysis is the
idea of "the Other".

This term refers to other people's perceptions

of an individual.J6 He says that "each individual possesses a
character familiar to those close to him which he himself does not see,,)7
When he was first developing his existentialism, sartre based his
beliefs on self-awareness, self-fulfillment.

The most important

consideration was the individual's gratification of these needs.
Sartre originally denied the importance of what others thought of
him as an individual.

For example, he felt that his family's values
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had no significant bearing upon him as an adult.

"
The individual
was

the subject of his existence, never an object formed by others.
agreed.

Beauvoir

Their ultimate recognition of "the Other" was a vi tal step

toward realizing the effect of an observer's attitudes upon the
individual.

This idea will be taken up further in the next section.

The final aspect of

Sartre'~

philosophy to be considered is

his Marxism which relates to his acceptance of "the Other".

The

link between his view of man as subject and man as object is what
binds his existentialism to his Marxism.

In 1945, Sartre regretted

his apolitical attitude of the 1930's and set about trying to synthesize existentialism and Marxism.

'He felt that Marxism, by eliminating

the control of French society by the French upper bourgeoisie, would
end the repression of the individual. J8
The basic difference between existentialism and Marxism is
descri bed by George Novak in Existentialism Versus Marxism.

Novak

points out that existentialists feel that an individual must divorce
himself from society in order to find the truth of human completeness.
lTndiVidualism is all, and any collectivism is anathema.

Marxists

. feel that an individual must join society in order to find fulfillment.
Marxists' dialectical materialism stressed a formal, logical code of
ethics and believes that the nature of economic production dominates
all social and intellectual life. 39

After the Second World War, Sartre

sought to fuse existentialism with Marxism by suggesting that a
temporary set of formal ethics was acceptable until an individual found
truth and by acknowledging the importance of "the other". 40~ : W'hether 'or
not such a synthesis is plausible is not of primary importance here.
What is important is how Beauvoir incorporated these ideas in The
Second Sex.
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Why the Second Sex?
There are several factors which propelled Beauvoir into writing
The Second Sex.

One was the encouragement of two colleagues.

first inspiration came from Sartre.

Her

Beauvoir had been yearning to

wri te a book.

She had begun several would-be novels, but the plots

never gelled.

Sartre encouraged her to write about something familiar -

•
about be 1ng
a woman. 41

A second spur came from CI aude-LeV1. Strauss.

Both Strauss and Sartre were impressed with Michel Leiris' autobiography,
Manhood.

Accorm.ng to them, Manhood was a personal confession, a

"martyr-essay" • 42

This means that Leiris used his life as the basis

for an examination of the

up~nging

of males in French society.

Leiris analyzed his life as a "synchronous phenomenon". 43

Instead of

hacking up his life chronologically, Leiris took a sweeping look at
his eXistence.

44

At first, a female version of Manhood appealed to Beauvoir.
She thought it would be easy to dispose of what it had meant to her

to be a woman.

Beauvoir had never felt that her femininity had counted

for anything in her life.

ButSartre reminded her that, after all,

she had not been brought up like a boy. 45

He wanted her to look

deeper into the subject to see in what ways she was "typically
feminine" and in what ways not.
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The more she examined her life,

the more she felt it necessary to write a broad essay on the feminine
condition. 47

The Second Sex, although not an autobiography as was

Manhood, was still a personal statement.

It combined scholarly

research on feminine myths with Beauvoir' s perceptions of and solutions
to the oppression of women.
The major reason why The Second Sex was not restricted to
Beauvoir's life was because of her fascination with the concept of

"the other".

It was not enough that Simone paid little attention

to her femininity, or lack of it.

Other people did.

Society did.

Simone finally realized that she could not separate her life from
her sex, her family, her upbringing.

She saw that education divided

the sexes from early childhood and that society was dominated by
masculine values.

This society had made man the subject and woman

the object, an arrangement which left the women in an inferior position.
In Hearts and Minds I Axel Madsen describes how Beauvoir' s awakening to
)

the importance of "the other" had a major impact on her views on women:
What she had realized was that she had not had a
boy's childhood, that she had not read the same books
nor faced the same myths as boys, that woman is not
man's brother but a bei ng somewhat apart, usually
promised equality_but rarely granted the status of
frank companion. 48
It seems clear, -an, retrospect., , that Beauvoir herself had been gull ty
of bad faith.

Wanting to be considered as an individual, she denied

any way in which she might have been "typically feminine".

She had

been deceiving herself by thinking that other people and past experiences had had no essential effect on her.

She now agreed with Sartre

that no one can live without affecting another's life, without doing
"violence to his or her subjecti vi t~" • 49
A final reason for the outcome of The Second Sex was Beauvoir's
trip to America in 1947.

She realized that sexism was not a trait

common only to French males or French society.

She found that

American intellectuals exhi bi ted a chauvinism which rivaled her
father's.

For example, when she attended various parties in America,

she noticed that the men would sit together and discuss politics,
philosophy, and the like.

The women, however, often congregated in

the kitchen and talked about their families.

They were not included

in the men's discussions.

This sexual segregation reminded Be'auvoir

of her parents' parties where women did not partake in intellectual
discussions with men.

In America, Beauvoir noted that she remained

with the men at these parties.

They accepted her in their group, she

felt, because she was a foreigner and because she had acquired a
reputation as a excellent writer.

She was 2v.ery surprised that

American bourgeois women, who had had more leisure to acquire culture
and education than she did, were not as free,

"The middle-class

American woman is as much the prey of household worries as the little
French bourgeoisie 11.50

She was too pre-occupied with her children,

bridge parties, tea parties, cocktail parties, and women's clubs to
lead an intellectual life.

Beauvoir scorned such women for preferring

social status to intellectual stimulation. 51
Beauvoir was also shocked by the social conformity of American
college girls.

Initially, she was impressed with the naturalness,

sponteneity, and seemingly innate politeness of students at Vassar.52

-

They woze jeans, little makeup, and openly expressed their emotions.
A few days later, Beauvoir ran into the same girls on the train to
New York.

They wore hats, furs, and high-heeled shoes.

Beauvoir

concluded that campus dress conformed to convention, that jeans and a
fur coat were simply two different uniforms.
as an affirmation of one's standard of living.

Clothes were also used
She would take issue

wi th this confomi ty in The . Second Sex.
Whether or not Beauvoir is correct in her belief that American
Diddle-class women; and

midd1e~ClasswomeD, . iil ,·genera1,

social mores will be taken up in the next section.

conform to

What is important

at this point is Beauvoir's recognition of a universal feminine condition.
What began as a martyr-essay became the international manifesto of the
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li berated woman.
The Second Sex
(

"'You have been courageous and you're going to lose a lot of
friends. , ..53

Claudine Chonez's comment puzzled Beauvoir because she

( Beauvoir ) did not feel that writing The Second Sex was a particularly
courageous act. 54

Her modesty underestimated the great impact her book

would have upon readers and critics.
For the most part, initial reaction to The Second Sex in France
was hostile, whereas the book received more favorable responses from
countries like Spain, Italy, and the United States.

Beauvoir felt that

French males were more hostile than males elsewhere because they were
threatened by the impending economic independence of women. 55
advocated ,such independence in the book.

Beauvoir

In countries like America,

she said, where pioneer women had helped to tame a western wilderness,
women had played an important role in the family's economic survival.
In France, women had been relegated to the role of docile homemakers,
dependent upon the husband for survival.
French readers, as revealed in letter to the editor in French
newspapers, accused Beauvoir of being sexually unsatisfied and frigid,
a woman who preferred abortion to children, a nymphomaniac, a lesbian,
and an unwed mother.

Some male readers offered to cure her frigidity,

others to titillate her clitoris.
in the coarsest

ter.ms~56

She was promised sexual revelations

Printed chapters in Les Temps Modernes sold

rapidly, but Beauvoir fe! t that these chapters were being read with
"averted eyes, as if Freud and psychoanalysis had never existed.
dare they flog me for my obscenity! ..57

How

The flogging did not stop.

Le Figaro Litteraire took ,t.he-.of.rens1ve:~ag8.inst . wrnOgra.Phy.h,itl general
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and 13eauvoir in particular.

-People snickered at her in restaurants.

Sometimes they pointed or giggled ather.

Once, she became so incensed

at the laughter that she told her tormentors they did not understand
the concept behind The Second Sex.

Her attempted explanation was

greeted by more laughter. 58
Such reaction was not limited to the common reader.
like Fran<jois Mauriac were appalled by her unabashed'
female sexuality.

Intellectuals

de8cirlptio~.of

In a letter to Les Temps Modernes, Mauriac wrote:

"I now know everything about your boss' ['13eauvoir' s
Some men took the book as a personal insult.
close friend, hated The Second Sex.

vagina". 59

Albert Camus, Beauvoir's

Throwing the book at her, Camus

said that she made French men look silly.
presented the male viewpoint as well.

_7

He felt that she should have

60

13eauvoir's critics can be divided into two groups.

One group

said that women had always been equal to men and were not oppressed.
What 13eauvoir treats as oppression in The Second Sex were differences in
child :rearing, etc., which were sepa.rate but equal.

Such critics saw

13eauvoir as a poor neurotic woman who had repressed herself.

61 A second

group of critics believed that men had simply, in fact, been superior
to women.

The Second Sex, therefore, was based on the false assumption

that the sexes were innately equal.

They said 13eauvoir was an embittered

shrew, a woman filled with feelings of inferiority toward men and
resentment toward women. 62 Some critics from both groups called Beauvoir
a misogynist who pretended to advance feminism while damning her sisters. 6J
Beauvoir denied this accusation, saying that she showed good sides to
women, that her purpose was to raise the consciousness of women so
that they might better understand themselves. 64
Defenders of 13eauvoir included Sartre, Nadeau, Mounier, and Jeanson.
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Of these, Fra..nc;.i s

Sex.

Jeanson offered the strongest defense of The Second

He saw Beauvoir as a humanist.

By this he meant tha t ~he was more

concerned with the repression of a group of people than with women per
se.

She was concerned with the condition of women because they were

being exploited. 65 Jeanson contended that The Second Sex was the direct
result of her existentialism: that Beauvoir wanted everyone to be the
master of his/her own destiny. 66
Jeanson denied that Beauvoir's existentialism originated with
Sartre.

Her philosophy of self-detenunation, he said, went back to

her relationships with Zaza. and Jacques.

Jeanson believed that the

comaraderie between Zaza. and Simone allowed the latter to understand
her true self, to think for herself, and to develop her own individualism.
Beauvoir's keen intelligence and competitive spirit to achieve at school
as well as unwillingness to become a demure bourgeois female had been
liabilities in middle-class France.

This does not mean that middle-class

France was not competitive or :;pro~in:telIi-genCe. -r It-· .e8.ns:.that:'Slich;
trai ts were not generally encouraged in females.

Zaza 's candid

appraisal of Simone sparked Beauvoir's desire to nuture her own
interests instead of creating an artificial personna of subservient
~ • . . t y • 67
. .l.eml.mm
bourgeOl.S

. The second relationship which spurred Beauvoir's philosophical
developnent occurred with Jacques.

More interested in Beauvoir's

ideas than in Beauvoir herself, Jacques encouraged Simone's assertiveness
in expressing her opinions.
her ideas.

He taught her to be aware of herself, of

Free to discuss her thoughts with Jacques,. Beauvoir gained

confidence in explicitly stating her opinions.

Jeanson contended

that these two relationships were instrumental in Beauvoir's

adoptio:l

of a philosophy that taught that every individual ( not only women) must
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possess the self-awareness to shape his existence.

She also recognized

the need to be in contact with others in order to gain greater self-awareness,
as she had done with Zaza and Jacques. 68
Jeanson was adamant in his view that Beauvoir was an independent
thinker, not merely a sychophantic follower of Sartre.

According to

Jeanson, she wanted to have the heart of a woman and the intellect of
a man.

She wanted to be both a mature woman and a mature human being. 69

It was this desire to be fulfilled as a human being, and not just as a
woman, which put Beauvoir one step above many feminists. 70
Beauvoir does, in fact, fit Jeanson' s definition of humanist, but
her humanism cannot be divorced from her feminism.

A more appropriate

term. for Beauvoir's philosophy in The Second Sex is existential feminism.
Beauvoirviews women in terms of "the Other".

At the beginning of

Book Two, Beauvoir states that "One is not born. but becomes a woman ••••
'the Other' !initiates her". 71

By this she means that a female is the

object of her family's upbringing, of restrictions placed upon her
by society.

She sees the family and society as being masculine.

Both

relegate women to a subordinate role. 72
The position of the woman as the object is a theme which underlies
Beauvoir's thought as she describes the inferior condition bf women
from childhood to adulthood.

She is quick to condemn certain aspects

of the psychoanalytic theories of Freud and Adler.

She finds Freud's

Oedipal complex to be masculine{t. :Ffeud~concluded,that · women ~s 'ilrl"erlori ty
stemmed from frustrated childhood sexual desires toward the father.
Freud assumed that women feel that they are mutilated males, incomplete
because they lack a penis. 73 Adler, although less interested in the
Oedipal complex, bases his analysis on guilt feelings that women acquire

because they are female.

He said that this inferiority complex is not

solely the result of penis envy, as had been argued by Freud, but of
the total situation faced by women. 74 For example, Adler said that if
a woman sees that being male means being allowed to climb trees, to
come and go as one pleases. to enjoy special privileges wi thin the
family, she may feel inferior.

Beauvoir feels that neither Freud nor

Adler is completely correct in their ;views on women.

She espouses a

sytithesis between Freud's emphasis on sexual urges and Adler's emphasis
on society as an explanation of why women feel inferior to men. 75
Beauvoir pays little attention to Freud and Adler's theories on female
neuro.ses, and thus her assessment of their psychoilci>gies is incomplete.
She does, ·however, combine some of Freud's ideas on the repression of
sexual urges and Adler's on the development of the inferiority complex
wi tho her view of women as "the other".
Beauvoir believes that, from early childhood, a girl istatight
to be weak, to be subordinate to men.
and skirts.
here.

Her tears are indulged. 76

She wears cute little dresses
:Beauvoir speaks from experience

She remembers the pampering she received, how she was dressed to

look like a little doll, how her tantrums were tolerated.

Such behavior

would not have been acceptable in boys who were taught to be strong and
unemotional. 77
While a girl may have gained from receiving more over affection
from the family than a boy ( i.e. sitting on her father's knee, being
lavished with maternal hugs and kisses ), Beauvoir contends that a
girl still feels restricted.

Her clothes prohibit her from engaging

in certain physical activites, like climbing trees, playing ball.
She is also told, says :Beauvoir, that a "lady" does not involve herself
in such ''masculine'' activities.

Society frowns on such actinti-es.

According to Beauvoir, such experiences lead a girl to feel that her sex
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is inferior to men. 78
Beauvoir feels that these feelings of inferiority are reinforced
as the girl matures.
menstruation. 79

A major problem lies in hiding the facts about

As recorded in Chapter One, Beauvoir's own experience

wi th menstruation proved to be humiliating.

She says that a

girl.:~s

hatred of menstruation stems from her ill-preparation for it.

She

cites an appropriate example from Colette Audry's Aux Yeux du Souvenir.
Audry did not know what menstruation was.
Audry thought she was gravely iIi.
this feminine condition.

When she began to menstruate,

Her mother finally explained to her

Audry's reaction was to hate men who knew about

menstruation, who never mentioned it, and who would never experience
it.

At the same time, she hated women, like her mother, who accepted
80
menstruation with calm satisfaction.
Beauvoir del cared that the fear associated with menstruation could
also be

com~d

ignorance.

to a girl's fear of ·men.

Both were the result of

She said that, while a young girl desires men, she is still

ignorant of sex and begins to fear them.
worshipping men she cannot have.

She sublimates her desires by

She pins up pictures of actor,

athletes - heroes with whom she is safe:
The important thing is that in one way or another
the element of sex be kept out of it, thus prolonging
the narcissistic attitude of immanent eroSicism,
wi thout the real presence of 'the other'.
Beauvoir opposes this narcissism because it represses normal female
sexual desires.

She scorns the normal sexual initiation of a female,
82
which does not occur until the wedding night.
Beauvoir notes that
a woman who experiences sex before marriage or who has extramarl tal
affairs is regarded by bourgeois society as being weak.
however, that a woman should have choices.

She contends,

She should be able to

decide when she will have sex and with whom.
public brothels for women.

l3eauvoir even cOMoned

Her underlying premise is that a society

which teaches a woman to suppress her sexuality, as does French society,
obstructs the individual's quest for self-awareness. 83
Beauvoir next turns to the institution of marriage. .She begins
by objecting to woman' s passive role when entering marriage.

woman is given by her parents, while the man takes . a bride.
marriages, the woman had to have an ample dowezy.
stands on the social ladder is

~hown

The
In bourgeois

How far up she

by the size of her dowery.

The

man, however, need not bring any such financial barter into the marriage.84
l3eauvoir. points out that marriage used to be an economic necessity for
a bourgeois woman.

She was not properly educated for work.

She

needed a husband for survival because her dowery could not last forever.
Wi th the growing number of career-oriented women, Beauvoir felt that
marriage was no longer such a necessity.8S
Three personal experiences especially influenced Beauvoir' s desire
to see women escape the shackles of bourgeois marriages.

She saw the

effect of such a marriage upon her mother who had married her father as
a way of climbing up the social ladder.

She saw how Zaza had been

destroyed by family pressure to marry a more respectable suitor.

In

America, she observed the separation that ' existed between middle-class
hus1ands and their wives, referring, to the aforementioned parties which
she attended.

Such role playing, in l3eauvoir's opinion, was bad faith.

These women were reduced to being wives and mother only.

They thought

they were happy, but ' their individual growth had been stifled. 86

In

both American middle-class marriages and French bourgeois marriages,
the men were linked to society while the women were linked to the home.
Female companionship for women :revolved around the home, the family.
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They were cut off from intellectual life at large.
Beauvoir felt that French working class women were often more
economically independent than French bourgeois women because they
were often skilled at manual labor.

Although raised under similar

social mores, working women required no doweries.
concemed with social status.

They were not

They could survive wi thoilt the "presence

of a male "provider". 87
The aura of femininity against with Beauvoir most vehemently
reacted was motherhood.

She did not deny that maternal instinct

existed, but she opposed using it as an excuse for taking refuge. 88
For Beauvoir, society created a myth about motherhood, making a woman
feel that only through matemity could a . woman achieve value.

This

made her an object subservient to a subject: her life was only an
illusion.

Beauvoir observed that a woman did not really "make" the

baby, it made itself within her. 89

through once again.

Beauvoir's existentialism shine$

While a woman may take pride in having a baby,

she is not identic8l. with the child.

The child has an existence of

its own~90
Because Beauvoir felt that the illusion of motherhood deprived a
woman of importance choices, she

stro~ly

favored contraception and

legal abortion. She felt that bourgeois society had denied women the
right to choose contraception and abortion by pushing prol8ganda in
support of motherhood:
For an author to describe the joy and the suffering
bf a woman in childbirth is quite all right: but if
he depicts a case of abortion, he is ~£cused of
wallowing in filth in a sordid light.
Because of the bourgeois glorification of motherhood a woman may
fear an unwanted pregnancy but not take the contraceptive measures

to prevent it.

Among the working classes, contraceptives are often

unavailable, abortions too expensive.

The solution for many working

class women becomes abstention from sex.

Thus in different ways upper

and lower class women are stripped of their choices and denied the
right to determine their own fates.
Beauvoir's emphasis on choices did not stop at maternity.

She

rejected the arguments that lesbianism was the result of either hormonal
imbalance or a perve~d upbringing which negated femininity. 92
contended that a lesbian chose to become a lesbian.
victim of a biological or parental miscue.

Beauvoir

She was not the

She was the resu! t of her

own decision. '
Beauvoir's existentialism in The Second Sex is seen in her stress
on the importance of "the' Other", her insistence on the right to make
choices, and her belief in the need for achieving individual. fulfillment.
Society, in general, and bourgeois society in particular was the
villain which repressed this fulfillment.
Finally. in.:The Second Sex, Beauvoir's solutions to the feminine
problem were basically socialist in nature.

She believed that the women's

struggle was directly related to the class struggle.

She thought

that the elimination of the class struggle through a socialist revolution
would inevitably eliminate the women's struggle.

Socialism would give

all women equal freedom to control their bodies ( as with contraception and abortion) and their lives. 93 Later, when she saw the
failure of socialism and communism in several countries to carry out
this liberation, she abandoned socialism as the major cure for the
problems facing women.

Her current views on women will be discussed

in Chapter Three.
Today, Beauvoir still maintains her belief that women must have

- 39
economic independence. 94 Dependence upon a male or a husband for
economic security hinders a woman's right to make her own decisions.
Beauvoir's insights into the feminine condition did not stop with
The Second Sex.

Her existential feminism was developed in many of

her succeeding works as well.
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Chapter Three
From Sade to Bardot to Friedan
As long as the family and the myth of the family
and the myth of maternity and the maternal instinct
have not been destroyed, women will still be oppressed. 1
Beauvoir's attacks on feminine myths were not limited to The Second Sex.
Although she directly addressed such problems in The Second Sex,
Beauvoir used her novels, essays, and autobiographies to express her
views on women.

Through these works, Beauvoir revealed her unique

brand of existential feminism, dedicated to the proposition that all
women have the right to determine their own destinies, without
interference from societal conventions.
Does Beauvoir Burn Sade?
Beauvoir's article, ''Must We Burn Sade?", published by Les Temps
Modernes in 1951, is an existential analysis of the life and writings
of the Marquis de Sade.

Sade, whose belief tha. t men were superior to

women could easily have led Beauvoir to dismiss him as a sexist,
escaped such lambasting from her.

She chose to concentrate on the

reasons for his superior attitude toward women rather than on the .
atti tude i tsel! • She concluded that Sade' s life and writings illustrate,
in an extreme form, the conflict from which no indi viduiU can escape
without self-deception - the conflict between the individual and society.2
Beauvoir felt that Sade's machismo, his belief that men were
superior to women, was the resu! t of historical circumstances.

In

eighteenth century France, she argued, the idea of a sovereign feudal
despot was disappearing.

Young aristocrats like Sade represented a

class which had once possessed political power, but which no longer had
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any real hold on the government.

They tried to recover this power

symbolically in the bedroom. J Their ensuing relationships with women
could be described as subject-object relationships.
woman was the object, the man the subject.

With Sade, the

4

Beauvoir fel t that Sade established his existential superiority
in the bedroom through sado-masochism.

He inflicted beating and

whippings upon a woman before engaging in intercourse with her.

He

believed, Beauvoir writes, in "'hurting the object that served him'''. 5
Sade combined such torture with caresses, causing the woman to mistake

6 Beauvoir concluded that, in such a relationship,

cruelty for tenderness.

"torturer and victim recognize their fellowship in astonishment,
esteem, and even admiration". 7 Sade believed that the woman enjoyed
being subjected to such pain - it confirmed the complete extent to

8 Beauvoir felt that Sade's intense desire to

which he dominated her::

dominate subordinated his existence to eroticism. 9
Beauvoir observed that, paradoxically, this same eroticism.
which made Sade an accepted member of his generation later ostracized
him from society in general and from the aristocracy in particular.

10

Once his secret passions were made public, Sade became an ,'!ut1de.sirable"
individual to some members of society who disapproved of men visiting
brothels, beating women, and seducing virgins.

Members of the

aristocracy found his actions to be "highly unorthodox" and "sexually
perverse" • 11

Normally, such "unorthodox " activities would have

remained a secret, but Sade had a Jekyll and Hyde personality.

Part

of him wanted to keep his sexual practices a secret, while another

part wanted to reveal them.

Part of him was obedient to his parents,

conforming to their wish that he marry a girl whom they approved ,but
whom he did not love.

Sade rebelled against marriage by frequenting

brothels in order to satisfy "passions" which would have shocked his
"prudish" wife.

Beauvoir compared Sade to a child who keeps' striking

at a vase until it finally breaks.

Sade, she said, wanted to emphasize

the separation between his family life and his private pleasures.
The only way he could gain full satisfaction from his clandestine
triumphs was to publicize them.

12

Sade felt that by exposing his "triumphs" he would not only
separate himself from his family, but from sexual taboos as welL
He would set himself above the "accepted" sexual standards which
society forced upon the individual.

Beauvoir noted his error:

He was playing with fire and still thought himself
master, but society was lying in wait. Society
wants undisputed possession. It claims each individual
unreservedly. It quickly seized upon Sade t s secret
and classified it as crime.i)
As a result of his "crimes "::- seducing his virgin sister-in-law,
whipping some young girls whom in claimed had consented to the
acti vi ty in advance, and committing "excesses It in a brothel over a
six month'period, he served several jail terms of various lengths.
Beauvoir applied existentialism to these incarcerations.

14

She

feit that the prejudices which condemned incest, sodomy, and other
sexual vagaries had only one aim: to destroy the individual by imposing
upon Hiill "stupid' conf.brmi'sm"... '1.5 She pointed out that Sade t s bad faith
blinded him to society' s power over an individual, whether the
individual recognized that power or not.

She felt that Sade had been

unrealistic, acting as though he could separate':himself from "the Other"
at will.

16

Still, Beauvoir admired Sade for challenging the established

sexual values of society.i?
Beauvoir also admired Sade's treatment of women in his novels.
His female characters were often prostitutes and murderesses who
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contradicted what Beauvoir ironically called "the traditional gentleness
of their sex....

18 In other words, she felt that by allowing his female

characters to commit crimes, Sade endowed his female "villains" with
great forti tude:

"They demonstrate much more brilliantly than any man

that no situation can dampen the ardor of a bold spiri t~' .19 .
An example of this spirit occurs in Sade's novel, Juliette.
An anonymous female, imprisoned in a monk's harem, stabs one of her
companions in order to escape.

The viciousness with which she

attacked her companion so aroused the admiration of her master that
he made her queen of the harem.

20

In Beauvoir's opinion, this woman

freed herself from the oppression of being imprisoned in a harem because
she chose to do so.

To put this idea on a larger scale, Beauvoir

felt that any woman could free herself from male domination if she
so chose.

Murder was not Beauvoir's solution, however.

Murder only

symbolized for Beauvoir the "breaking away from "tradition".

In The

Second Sex, Beauvoir had already talked of breaking away from the
traditional role of wife and mother, insisting that there were other
choices, such as a career.

The key was for a woman to make these

choices and not let her family, society, etc. dictate the decision to
her.

In the same respect, men should not be forced to become husbands

and fathers.

Beauvoir felt that Sade, by portraying the nonconformist

activities of female characters like the one mentioned in Juliette,
showed that even the most oppressed individuals had choices.
she dared to make them, she could retain her individualism.

If

21

Such

choices did not divorce one from society, nor deny the existence of
"the Other".

But, if every individual adopted Sartre's dictum,

"I am my choices", a society would eventually emerge in which each
indi vidual would be free to pursue hiS/her own sexual preferences
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wi thout fear of being oppressed by others. 22
13eauvoir, then, did not burn Sade.

"'

While she singed him for his

subject-object dichotomy and scorched him for thinking that he could
completely separate himself from society, she also credited him as
a precursor of her own existential feminism.
Early Novels:

The Mandarins

13eauvoir's early novels include She Came to Stay ( 194) ·),
The Blood of Others ( 1945 ), All Men Are Mortal ( 1947 ), and
The Mandarins ( 1954).

These novels reflect 13eauvoir's views on

existentialism, Mci.r.rlsm, -Freudian psychoanalysis, women, etc.
are many characters, plots, and ideas expressed - too
mention them all here.

There

n13lllerouS . to'.~'

For the purposes of this thesis, The Mandarins

provides some of 13eauvoir's most vivid descriptions of the "feminine
condition".

Winner of the 1954 Prix Goncourt, France's most coveted

literary award, The Mandarins is rich with examples of 13eauvoir's
existential feminism.
Four of the characters lend themselves to 13eauvoir,!s women.
Nadine and Henri are two seemingly "independent" individuals who
appea:tuto be guilty of bad faith.
psychoanalysis but it has not
Anne is Beauvoir' s a1 ter ego.

Paula has undergone. Freudian
liberated her from her repression.

Through Anne, 13eauvoir reveals many of

her own thoughts on what it means to be a woman.
13eauvoir J:9,tterned Nadine after a seventeen year old girl named
Lise.

Lise was a high'school student, a chemistry major, who came into

Beauvoir's life during the Second World War.

In The Prime of Life,

Beauvoir told how Lise would wait for her outside her hotel room in the
morning, and in the afternoon, outside the lyc~e where she taught~
She begged Beauvoir to listen to her problems, the most important that

"'
she was physically abused by her parents. 2) Lise explained that
she

was studying chemistr.,yat her father's insistence, not because of any
personal preference for the subject.

She feared going against his

wishes because she was afraid of what he 1Ilight do if she displeased
him.

13eauvoir did not know why Lise chose her to be a friend, but

she said that she found Lise's need for her rather "touching",

"She

seemed so uttterly vulnerable that I felt myself altogether disarmed
by her". 24

At school, ', Lise ·--often :trled;- tol ,hide) : he--r!vulnerability '~ through
stubbornness, temper tantrums, untidiness, and excessive demands.
She confessed that she shoplifted, that she had been sexually active
since the age of fourteen.

Lise discussed her affairs with 13eauvoir

"as coarsely and frankly as any old trooper might have done ".25
Beauvoir's heart went out to this girl who, while possessing the
vulnerabili ty of a child, took sex as nonchalantly as an "experienced
prosti tute " • 26
In The Mandarins, Nadine shares many of Lise's traits, ';ibut ,not:,. all.
She is also a chemistry major, certain to flunk because she hated the
subject.

Unlike Lise, Nadine was stUdying chemistry to prove to her

father that she could handle it.

Her father had warned her not to go

into chemistry because she badne:ver 'CiLeveloped a liking for it, but
Nadine wanted to impress him by succeeding in a subject which was
difficult for her. 27
Nadine's parents did not beat her the way Lise's parents beat
her, but she was emotionally abused by her parents.

Robert, her

father, was a writer for a Leftist newspaper and had little time for
her.

Her mother, Anne,

had not wanted to have a child immediately

after she married, but her'rhusband insisted upon it.

He felt that a
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child would complete their life together and fulfill Anne as a woman.
Having a child at her husband's insistance, said Anne, only made her
resent Nadine.

She refused to have any more children.

28

Anne and Nadine's relationship is representative of :Beauvoir's
contention that a woman who has a child without wanting one ruins her
child's happiness as well as her own.

Holding it against Nadine for

upsetting her life alone with Robert, Anne realizes that Nadine also
resents her:

"No little girl has ever fought more tenaciously to

triumph over her rival for her father's heart.

And she's never

resigned herself to belonging to the same species as I". 29

Nadine's

determination to divorce herself from her mother's gender manifested
itself when she began to menstruate.

When Anne explained the meaning

of menstruation to her daughter, Nadine gave her a fierce, trapped
look and threw a violent fit, breaking her favorite vase.

After her

first period, she was so angry that she did not bleed again for
eighteen months.

Anne believed that Nadine's reaction was not only a

rejection of her mother's sex, but of her own condition - of being
a woman. JO
Nadine resented being a woman because that title connoted being
inferior to men.

She saw that Anne had become a mother because her

husband had chosen that role for her.
determined to shape her own destiny.
and with whomever she chose.
fantasies of love from her.
ice" with a man. J1

Nadine, on the contrary, was
She had· sex whenever she wanted

She claimed ::that sex evoked no idealistic
To her, sex was a good way to ''break the

This matter-of-fact attitude toward sex reflected

Nadine's attempt to avoid becoming controlled by and dependent upon a
man to fulfill her existence.

Her resentment toward the secondary

status of women was most evident in a conversation with Henri:
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'You discuss things with other people,' Nadine said""'
with a sudden bitterness in her voice. 'But with
me you never want to. I suppose it' s because I 'm a
woman, and women are only good for getting laid. '32
This remark reflected Beauvoir's attitude in The Second Sex, when she
spoke out against treating women as intellectually inferior, solely
as sex objects.

Nadine appeared to be a "liberated lfoman" in an

existential sense, meaning that she regarded herself as an individual
who had the right to make her own choices.

This attitude character-

ized her lifestyle until she had an affair with Henri.
Henri, a thirty year old wrl ter, wanted to be free to live his
life as he desired.

He wanted no lasting relationships, preferring to

have "brief, happy affairs here and there It • 33
ending an affair with Paula.

He met Nadine after

Their affair had lasted intemi ttent1y

for a period of about ten years.

Henri chose to end this relationship

because he felt that Paula was becoming too possessive, wanting to be
the only woman in his life. J4
Henri was not immediately attracted to Nadine.

She was not

pretty, she looked too much like her father, and i't disturbed him
to see such a surly face of the body of a young girl.
pursue Nadine.

Henri did not

Rather, she pursued him.

It was Nadine who insisted upon having dinner with Henri.

In

order to "have her way with him", Nadine secretly poured bxandy in
his champagne, took him to a hotel room, and convinced him to have
sex with her. 35

Instead of the "usual" arrangement where by the man

seduces the woman, Beauvoir cleverly swl tched roles, with Nadine
playing the role of the aggressor.
While he enjoyed having intercourse wi. th Nadine and found her
brisk manner tlintriguing", Henri continued to be sexually involved
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with several other women.
only Henri.

Nadine, however, decided that she wanted

In turn, she wanted to be the only woman in his life.

She purposely became pregnant in order to trap him into marrying her.
When Nadine told Henri of her pregnancy, Henri told her that he loved
her and wanted to marry her.

Nadine now believed that having a child

would fulfill her existence as a woman.

And Henri: now claimed that

having brief affairs was a superficial existence and desired ' one
lasting relationship with Nadine. 36
Nadine and Henri appear to be deceiving themselves, thinking that
being a traditionally married couple and having a child would fill the
void in their otherwise empty lives.

Their marriage shows that even

the most nonconformist individuals can eventually compromise their
independence and conform to an established institution like marriage.
But there is more to this situation than simply bad faith.

Nadine

bad 'feared that Henri would think that by becoming pregnant .she was
"blackmailing" him.

Henri reassured her, explaining her desire to

have a baby and their decision to marry in existential terms:
'You never blackmailed me •••• You·d never have let me
marry you if I hadn't honestly wanted to •••• It was
just a little game you were playing with yourself ••••
It gave you pleasure to force a situation on me I
ha.dn·t wanted. But you were risking much more than
I because you never seriously intended to force my
hand •••• We got married because we wanted to, both of
us. And the fact that I suspected you actually wanted
what happened to you ~her pregnancy 7 made me feel
all the less obligated towards you. "7
Nadine becomes a mother because sheiwants a child, not because she
wants to force Henri to marry her.
being a wife and being a mother.
hand II •

Beauvoir

m8.ke8.~

:distinetion':Jbetween

They do not necessarily go "hand in

As shown through Nadine, the decision to become a wife and

the decision to become .a mother are two separate choices.
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Beauvoir herself opposed marriage and tbe::-:ayth.:..6.f mother-abod.

She felt

that marriage encouraged role playing ( i.e. the submissive wife and
mother; the dominate man of the family).

With Nadine and Henri,

Beauvoir did imply that -marriage could be less stifling if both
indi vi duals allowed each other the opportunity to make thier own
decisions.

After Nadine and Henri married, Henri's life was in danger

because he was involved in the murder of a leftist intellectual.

His

friends advised him to leave Paris so that Nadine and their child would
be safe.

Henri wanted to stay in Paris, but did not want to endanger

the lives of his family.

Nadine told him to.do -what,.; was best- for him.

Henri (finally decided to :remain in Paris.

His decision

shows J.tha.t: ~

an individual does not have to sacrifice intellectual fulfillment for
marriage and a family.
Nadine's pregnancy illustrated Beauvoir's views on motherhood.
Beauvoir was not against motherhood, but she did object to a woman
having a child out of a misguided sense of duty to her husband, her
family, or socie:ty.

Nadine chose to have a child.

chose to make a commitment to each other.
of controlling their own destinies.

She and Henri

They were the personification

They did not live through each

other, but for- each other, each maintaining his own existence.
Beauvoir stated in the narrative of the novel:

As

"to make her happy,

he LHenri _7 himself would have to be happy". J8
If Nadine became a liberated woman, one who made her own choices,
Paula remained an oppressed woman.

She was the antithesis of Nadine.

Where Nadine experienced sex with a variety of men, Paula only wanted
to "possess" one man, Henri.

Nadine's moods were determined by things

which directly affected her ( i. e • she was angry if she had trouble
in chemistry, pleased if she could ··seduce If a man ). Paula' s moods were
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determined by Henri.

I f he was happy, she was happy.

with his writing, she was upset.

If he was upset

Paula once had a promising career as

a singer but gave it up to give moral support to Henri's writing career.
She would read the first drafts of his manuscripts and encourage him
to continue.

In return, she demanded his total devotion:

I'm the most beautiful of all women". J9
Henri became bored with her.

"Tell me

Because of Paula's possessiveness,

He became disgusted 'with her smothering,

parasi tic existence '.
Paula wallowed in bad faith.

Henri told her that their relation-

ship was over, but she refused to accept it.

Even when Henri took

Nadine to Portugal With him on a working vacation/affair, Paula
convinced herself that he would resume their relationship upon his
return to Paris.

Paula was deceiving herself because she did not

want to face the Plin of his rejection.
Paula's situation grows worse as the novel progresses.

When Henri

returns from Portugal., he finds the usually beautiful, elegantly
dressed Paula in a terrible state:

"Her hair was put up, revealing

the thick nape of her neck, her eyebrows were plucked; she was wearing
a suit which was too tight for her.

She looked almost vulgar". 40

Ultimately, Paula's unrequited love for Henri causes her to have a
nervous breakdown.

She is taken to a mental hospital where she ,

undergoes psychoanalytic treatment.
When she returns from the hospital, Paula claims that she.is
"cured" •

During a visit with her, Anne concludes that Paula is

playing the role of a "normal" woman.

Paula speaks of traveling,

metting new people, having a career, but she appears to Anne to be
too deli berate in her plans.

She tried too hard to be "normal". as

if following some prescription.

41
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Paula also speaks at length about her illness and her therapy.
She had undergone treatment msed on Freudian theories and techniques,
including discussion of dreams and the use of free association.
Paula's doctor had concluded that her problem stemmed from her childhood.
Her brother, two years younger than Paula, had died when she was four
years old.

The doctor explained that Paula, who had been jealous of

the attention given her brother when he was born, felt guilty when
he died.

Paula immediately conne6ted her guilt feelings to her

relationship with Henri, who was two years younger than she:
'I made myself a slave to that man; I agreed to give
up all personal success for him; I chose 0 bscuri ty ,
dependence, why? to redeem myself; so that through
him my dead brother would eventually consent to
absolve me. ·42
Paula's "cure" is classically

Freudian~

But Beauvoir implies that,

although Paula recognizes the reasons for her subservience to Henri.
she is not necessarily "cured". _Paula never does begin the new life
for herself that she constantly discusses.

She keeps making plans for

meeting people, starting new relationships with men, but none of
these plans ever materialized.

The Freudian solution was incomplete.

Beauvoir's most autobiographical character in. The Mandarins
was Nadine's mother Anne.

Like Beauvoir herself, Anne was raised in

a strict, Catholic, middle-class French family.

Like Simone, she

rejected the -existence of God when she was about fifteen years old. 4)
Both women had professional careers, Beauvoir was a writer, while Anne
was a psychiatrist.

A1 though Anne was a wife and mother and Beauvoir

never married nor had children, both shared lasting relationships with
men -:who were leftist intellectuals.

Both women were basically secure

with their respective partners.
Both Anne and Beauvoir also encountered chauvinism among their
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intellectual acquaintances.

As discussed in Chapter Two, Camus was

insul ted by The Second Sex.

Another "friend", Raymond Aron, accused

Beauvoir of taking most of her ideas from Sartre. 44 Anne t too, was
pelted with chauvinistic remarks

b.Y her husband's intellectual friends.

The most flagrant remarks were made

b.Y a ,·czech named Scariassine.

Once, when Anne questioned the sincerity of his concern over the decline
of the French language in countries like the United States and Russia,
Scariassine replied, "Now isn't it just like a woman to say a thing like
that.

They're simply incapable of being objective".45

When Anne refused

to bet with him on her husband's fate as a writer, Scariassine told her,
''You're the same as all women; you need fixed stars in the
milestones on the highways ".46

he~vens

and

Al though such remarks angered ·her, Anne

relied on cool intellect to respond to such sexist remarks, telling
Sca.riassine to "be more objective" when discussing his perceptions
of women.

47

In Force of Circumstance, Beauvoir described her affair with the
American wrl ter Nelson Algren.

She had met him on her first trip to

America in 1947, at· a time when Sartre was involved in one of his
"contingent" love affairs.

Beauvoir, although in agreement wi th this

arrangement, felt lonely knowing that Sartre was involved with someone
To make matter worse, she was alone in a strange country. 48

else.

In The Mandarins, Anne takes a trip to America for a psychiatric
convention and meets Lewis, who bears a strong resemblance to Nelson
Algren.

Anne felt that her life had little meaning.

She had always

put Robert's career before hers, and decided to take the trip to
America to put her life back into

s~me

sort of "perspective ".49

Both Algren and Lewis came at a time when l3eauvoir and Anne were
lonely.

Beauvoir said that her first day with Algren was very much
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like the one Anne and Lewis spent together in The Mandarins.
were

c~cterized

Both

by embarrassment, impatience, misunderstanding,

fatigue, and finally, "the intoxication of deep understanding" •.50
Reluctant to begin a relationship, Anne eventually gained much value
from this affair.

Anne describes the feeling of being with Lewis:

"Nothing was asked of me; I only had to be exactly what I was and a
1
man's desire transformed me into a miracle of perfection".5

Although

in her autobiography, Beauvoir does not descrl be her feelings for
Algren in much detail, she does say that she was able to reveal many
of her feelings through Anne.
Algren asked Beauvoir on several occasions to remain with him,
but she always refused.

Lewis did not want Anne to leave him, but

she always returned to Robert.

Both men realized that their respective

women had commitments to other men, but neither man fully understood
the extent of these commitments.

Beauvoir's relationship with Sartre

transcended the physical. They were dedicated to an "essential love",
to a permanent bond.

Anne, too, was committed to Robert's writing, to

his involvement with leftist politics.
Nevertheless, through Anne, Beauvoir expressed certain doubts
about her "essential love" with Sartre.

She was seriously tempted

to stay with Algren. perhaps because Algren represented the kind of
romantic individualist that her father had respected.
devoted to writing.

Algren was

Al though he was successful as a writer, . he lived

in a decrepit apartment with no 1:athroom.

His was the life of a

"poet", one who shunned the material symbols of success in order to
keep in touch with the real world, which in Algren' s case consisted
of sleazy 1:ars, drunks, dope addicts, and prostitutes. 52
was fascinated by his lifestyle.

Beauvoir

Her attraction to Algren did not
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necessarily mean that she was looking for a father figure or for
another Jacques.

It does indicate, however. that in a moment of

loneliness. Beauvoir was emotionally touched by the nostalgic romanticism
of her childhood and adolescence.
Beauvoir did eventually end her affair with Algren.

Her reasons

for leaving were unclear. but the fact that she did' leave him indicated
that her life with Sartre was more important to her than her attraction
to Algren.

Anne is also unclear about her reasons for leaving Lewis.

Beauvoir on Bardot
Brigitte Bardot and the Lolita Syndrome. published in 1963,
provides another perspective on Beauvoir's views on women.

The book is

an analysis of the unique eroticism of the French movie actress
Brigitte Bardot.

Beauvoir went beyond the superficial celluloid

"sex symbol" image which many film-goers identify with the name
Bardot.

Instead, she examined the larger significance of Bardot's

cinematic eroticism with respect to French society during the late
1950's and early 1960~s.
Beauvoir's definition of eroticism was based on a notion of
"distant desire", meaning that there was always a class. intellectual,
or age distance between a male and the woman he desired.
viewer needed to -Tee'1. ;such ;a '<distance :in ,prder to

.tl~re

The male

:ttle

<r~male .qp

screen. 53 After the Second World War, some of this distance was '.
reduced when, "adult women" came to inhabit the same world as men,
refeZTing to the increase in working women during and after the war.
Beauvoir described the new status of women:

"Now they worked, drove

cars, speculated on the stock exchange, and wore revealing swimsuits".54
She said that a new kind of erotic distance was needed in films because
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the previously sensual vamp, whose attire created mystery, was no
longer intriguing, as women wore lathing suits which were more revealing.
The naive girl next door was also an anachronism is a world where
working women were beginning to be exposed to the same economic and
intellectual experiences as men.

Beauvoir contended that in order to

create an erotic distance between the post-World War II male film-goer
and the screen actress, a new eroticism was invented - "the erotic hoyden",
or the carefree, whimsical Audrey Hepburn/Leslie Caron-type character.
She called this type of woman the "child-woman". 55
Beauvoir also saw such women as j8rt of the Lolita syndrome, which
refers to a middle-aged man's desire for a teenage girl.

Beauvoir

called-; this girl a nymph because she was unsophisticated with respect
to social conventions- or.:sexual practices.

The nymph was uninhibited

in displaying her sexual desires and unpretentious in her appearance,
rejecting such artifices as makeup, fashionable clothes, etc.

The

child-woman, according to Beauvoir, is chronologically an adult woman,
over eighteen years of age, yet she maintained an innocent, carefree,
childlike quality which created an erotic distance between herself and
a man. 56
With due respect to Ms. Hepburn and Caron, Beauvoir felt that
Brigitte Bardot was the most perfect speciman of the child-woman.
She explained that, from behind, Bardot's body was almost androgynous,
but "femininity triumphed in her bosom".57

Her long hair was thick and

sensuous, but "messy, like that of a negligent waif" • .58

Her lips,

while forming a childish pout, were nevertheless kissable.

She

innocently shunned all artifice - makeup,-jewelry , expensive clothes.
She preferred to walk barefooted, as most children do, but with a
~ovement

so lascivious that "a saint would sell his soul to the devil
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merely to watch her dance".59
Beauvoir added that Bardot was a creature of instinct.
did what she wanted to do when she wanted to do it.
whenever she desired.

She

She had sex

She ate when she was hungry, drank when she

was thirsty.

She followed her inclinations"with "unceremomous "

simplici ty" •

An example of Bardot I s image of being such an instinctive

creature occurred in a scene from the film And God Created Woman
after Juliette ( Bardot ) had just been married:
Juliette immediately goes to bed with her young
husband. In the middle of the [wedding} banquet
she suddenly turns up in a bathrobe and, -without
bothering to smile or evenllook at the bewildered
guests, she picks out from under their very noses a
lobster, a chicken, fruit:. ,:and bottles of wine.
Disdainfully and tranquilly she goes off with the
loaded tray. She cares not for other people's
opinion. 60
Beauvoir fel t that Bardot' s "unconventional" behavior i:n2theifilm was nei ther
perverse nor rebellious, but beautifully "amoral".

Bardot '8 character

did not know that a bride does not appear at her wedding banquet in a
bathrobe - a blatant indication that she has just had intercourse.
Furthemore, she did not care about coDUiJ.iting such 80cial gaucheries.
Beauvoir contended that Bardot was also ignorant of certain social
conventions, but she was sincere in that ignorance. 61
This analysis contradicts part of Beauvoir's earlier philosophy
where she insists that in order to be free of oppressive social
conventions a woman must have her consciousness raised.

Beauvoir

seems to imply here "that "ignorance is bliss", suggesting that a woman
who is unaware that society is trying to oppress her is tree from
such oppression.

Also, her rema.rlt that Bardot cared not for other

people's opinion indicates a denial of "the other", the same

~"other?"

that was important to an individual's realization of the nature of his
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own existence.

Beauvoir discussed Bardot as existing for herself,

gratifying her instinct and desires.
and implied that it was liberation.

She overlooked Bardot's narcissism
Beauvoir observed that while this

carefree child-woman was idolized in America, Bardot's persona
recei ved an often hostile response in France.

Beauvoir explained that

in America women had regularly ·contrl bUted to the economic survi. val of
the family before the Second World War.

Women in America, she said,

were equal to men where many" jobs were concerned.

To a large extent,

women did not have to confow to any l8rticular image in order to have
sex appeal in America.

Such was not the case in France.

In 13eauvoir's opinion, Frenchmen were unwilling to give up their
role as lord and master.
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Frenchmen felt that a woman lost her sex

appeal if she rejected artifices like makeup, jewelry, etc.
in trousers, they believed, "chills desire".

A woman

Beauvoir said that a

woman, like Bardot, who shunned makeup and wore trousers was really
becoming an equal to the French male by adopting his naturalness and
his attire.
13eauvoir felt that Bardot' s eroticism was subtle.

Bardot did

not convey a deliberate sensuousness through her clothes.
undressed, she did not unveil a mystery.

When she

Her clothes were not

fetishes, as was the case with Marlene Dietrich's vamp of the

19JO's~

Her eroticism was not magical, but aggressive, meaning that she did not
mesmerize an audience with a sensual stare, as Dietrich did.
saw Bardot as being as much a hunter as a prey:
to her, just as she is to him".6;

13eauvoir

"The male is an object

13eauvoir concluded that is was

Bardot's equalization of the sexes which wounded the Frenchmen's
masculini ty.

Bardot,

the~

threatened to destroy the subject-object

arrangement which had characterized many of the male-female relationships
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in French society.64
Later Novels:

The Woman Destroyed

Beauvoir's more recent novels are not as numerous as her novels
of the 1940's and 1950's. ··She has only had two novels published since
The Mandarins in 19.51+, Les I3elles Images ( 1966 ) and The Woman Destroyed
( 1967 ).

Wliile both books are, as the earlier novels, extensions of

her existentialist and feminist philosophy. The Woman Destroyed adds
a new dimension to her views on women by dealing with the problem of
women growing old in a youth-oriented society.
The Woman Destroyed is comprised of three short stories about
three middle-aged women.

"The Age of Discretion" tells the story of a

woman who allows boredom, loneliness, and "neurotic suspicion" to force
her to the point where she disowns her son.

The second story, entitled

''Monologue'', is a stream of consciousness sololoquy by a woman who, alone
on New Year's Eve, reviews her past life and considers what it means to
be a woman.

Finally, "The Woman Destroyed" describes how a woman who,

in her efforts to break up her husband's affair, only succeeds in
driving him further away from her and is faced with the threat of
growing old alone.

All three stories share a common theme - that

sacrificing a career for marxiage and motherhood can lead a woman to
despair when her children grow up and leave home.
In "The Age of Discretion", the female protagonist, to whom
I3eauvoir does not give a name, · bas sacrificed her career as a teacher

il.il order to raise a son, Philippe.

She had helped him to pass his

~gation ( a difficult, competi ti ve postgraduate examination required

for uni versi ty and lyc6e posts ). and encouraged him to start on his
thesis. 65

Her life revolves around him.

She lives through him.

When Philippe suddenly married, she was in despair because, in

8)
devoting so much of her energy to helping Philippe progress academically,
~he

she had neglected her husband.
existed for her:

admitted that sexuality no longer

"I used to call this ["her nonexistent sex 1ife_7

indifferent serenity: all at once I have come to see it in another light it is a mutilation; it is the loss of a sense".

66 Her loss was

deepened by the fact that Philippe's wife, Irene, now occupied a
sexual and emotional role in his life.

He no longer needed his

mother's encouragement in his studies.

He turned to his wife for such

support.

Philippe's mother said that she felt like a spectator in

his life, rather than a jarticipant. 67
The final blow to her desjair came when Philippe decided to
abandon his thesis in favor of joining his father-in-law in business.
His mother tried to persuade him to reconsider, but Philippe was
adamant.

She realized that her son no longer "belonged" to her.

She

felt cheated, saying that she had "molded" his life and he did not
appreciate her sacrifices for him.

She added that hers was a fate

common to all mothers - the inevitable "slap in the face from a child"
when he decides to leave home. 68
Beauvoir again revealed her own views on women through the
portrayal of another woman.

First, she showed the futility of

trying to live through one's children.

She repeated the point that

she originally expressed in The Second Sex, that motherhood does not
necessarily fulfill a woman's existence.
convinced women that it would.

Society, however, had

This woman was guilty of bad faith

because she deceived herself, thinking that "molding" her son's life
and planning his career would fill the void left by her sacrificed .
career.

When her son left home, she had no immediate interests or

activities of her own to compensate for her son's absence.
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A second idea which l3eauvoir explored in this story was the
declining sexuality of some women as they grow older.

Philippe's

mother thought that her aging oody was disgusting because it was not
as supple or lithe as it was in her youth; however, she did not think
of her husband's oodyas disgusting.

Nor does society consider grey

hair on a man to be disgusting; rather, it is "distinguished".
On a woman, however, it is a sign of old age.

Wrinkles on a man's

forehead are "thought lines"; around a woman's eyes, they are "crow' s
feet".70

This woman allowed society to dictate her sex appeal,

denying her potential sensuality.
l3eauvoir's solution for this woman's problem was work.
returned to teaching and felt rejuvenated.
gaining new energy from her career.
was no longer disgusting to her.

She

She began to like herself,

She accepted her age; her oody

She and her husband found renewed

sexual Pleasure.?1
Beauvoir's existentialism was evident in this woman's ultimate
acceptance of growing old.

Beauvoir believed that, while some things

cannot be changed ( i. e. growing old ), an individual can make a
situation more meaningful by ·his response to the inevitable.

This

woman said that she had no choice in growing old, but she did have a
choice in how she responded to her fate.
"Monologue" t the second short story t involved Murlelle t a woman
who was disgusted by life.

Si tting in her ap:lrt.ment on New Year.' s

Eve, she recalled all of her disappointments in life.

She remembered

that her mother had never given her much attention when she was a child.
Murlelle's resentment for her mother was shown in her description of
her:

"Skirts up to her knees at seventy, pdnt allover her face!

When

I passed her in the street the other day I crossed over to the other
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sidewalk". 72
Murielle's adult life was marked b,y several personal failures
and tragedies.

She had been married twice. divorced once, and was

now estranged from her second husband.
marriage had died.

Her daughter from her first

Her second husband was threatening to divorce her

and take custody of their only son. 7J
Through Murielle's grim stream of consciousness monologue,
Beauvoir painted a picture of a desperate woman whose bad faith was
only equaled b,y her self-pity.

She felt that nobody loved her and

those people, like her father and her daughter, who had loved her, had
been taken from her through death.

Beauvoir seemed to indicate that

her life was empty because, like the woman in the first story, Murielle
lived through the people she loved.

She had been dependent upon her

father's love, her daughter's love, her son's love, and her husbands'
love to fulfill her existence as a woman.

She felt that she needed

these people to make her life meaningful.

She once said that she

needed to be a friend to her daughter because her mother had never
been a friend to her.

Her relation with her son was .also twisted,

as she felt that "a boy deprived of his mother will turn into a

hooligan or a fairy". 74
Murielle's attempted solution to her despair was an act of bad
fai tho

She telephoned her estranged husband, Tristan, begging him

to come ··home. She knew that people respected Tristan.
home, she thought, people would also respect her.
then respect herself. 75

If he returned

She, in turn, could

In reality, Murielle was deceiving herself,

trying to fulfill herself through someone else.

Beauvoir's depiction

of Murielle reflected her disapproval of women who use marriage and
motherhood as surrogates for more solid identities.
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Muriel1e's hopes of gaining respect through Tristan were crushed
when he refused to resume their marriage.
wi th the prospect of growing old alone.
situation was suicide.

Murielle was then faced
Her final response to the

Through death, she hoped to punish those

people whom she felt had caused her so much pain in life:
'Oh, God •••• Let there be a heaven and a hell ••••
I'll stroll along the walks of Paradise with my
little boy and my beloved daughter and they will
all be writhing in the flames of envy. I '11 watch
them roasting and howling. I'll laugh I'll laugh
I '11 laugh and the children will laugh with me. You
owe me this revenge, God. I insist that you grant
it me. ,?6
For Beauvoir, of course, who was an atheist and who regarded religion
as one more form of bad faith, this was no real solution to. the woman's
problem.?? But Murie11e was so concerned with getting revenge on others
that she was willing to destroy her own existence to do so.
In the third story, Beauvoir offers a more posi ti ve solution to
the problem of growing old.

Her protagonist, Monique, is a writer,

married for twenty-five years and the mother of two daughters.

The

story opens with the youngest girl leaving home to go away to school.
The oldest girl is already married and lived away from home.
Monique 's response to her daughters' departure is quite different
from that of the woman in the first story and from Murie11e' s.
Monique felt free:

"I began to bubble with happiness.

daughters' absence did not sadden me at al1".?8

No, my

Like the two women

in the preceeding stories, Monique had sacrificed her career to raise
her daughters; but unlike them she understood the inevi tabi1i ty of her
daughters' departure.

She chose to accept her daughters' new lives

away from home, rather than wallow in self pity.
Monique thought that, once her daughters had left, she and her
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husband Maurice would be able to have the privacy and the sex life
which they had had before the girls were born.

There was one problem.

Maurice was having an affair. with a younger woman, a career woman named
Noellie.

Noellie was an attorney, divorced, with one daughter.

Monique described her as "pretty, dashing, bitchy, available.

The

sort of adventure that has no importance and that flatters a man". 79
Monique's evaluation of Maurice's mistress, however, underestimated
the importance of the',affair for her husband.
While their girls were growing up, Maurice insisted that Monique
go back to worlt.

He felt that it was necessary for her to establish

a life outside the family.

Monique always refused, saying that her

family was the most important part of her life.
Maurice than a brief "fling".

Noellie was more to

She represented the kind of woman who

successfully combined a career with raising a family, the kind of
woman Maurice thought Monique should be.

Maurice's affair made

Monique realize that, in thinking the family was enough for herself
and for Maurice, she had deceived herself:
"I let my intelligence wither away •••• The young student
Maurice marxied felt passionately about books and
ideas, she was very unlike the woman of today, whose 80
world lies between the four walls of this apartment. '
While she recognized the limitations of her monolithic existence,
Monique initially did nothing to renew her intellectual pursuits.
Instead, she let her jealousy,' of Noellie's lifestyle gnaw at her
until Maurice finally left her.
With Maurice's departure, however, Monique learns eventually
how to grow old alone.

She decides, with her daughters' encouragement,

to see a psychiatrist.

He helps her to understand her feelings of

jealousy toward Noellie, her resentment at Maurice's departure, . and
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her fear of facing life alone.
get a job.

She does.

The psychiatrist encourages her to

At the end of the story, Monique, although

still fearful of growing old alone, feels herself on the threshold of
a new life - a new existence of her own, of,vhich.she was.llOlr';master:

S1

Monique's psychiatric treatment was a consciousness raising
experience, teaching her to understand and express her emotions.
Beauvoir advocated this sort of individual treatment as well as
consciousness raising groups because she felt that, through such
discussion, women would learn to expose their feelingsabout·-.growing
old, raising a family, having a career, etc.
been "acceptable" when Beauvoir was a girl.

Such discussions had not
Her advocating such

therapy illustrates her reaction against the secrecy which surrounded
women's problems when she was growing up.

Her solution here is

consistent with her belief that her friend Zaza died as a result of
not being able to express her feelings about marriage ( to a man she
did not love ) to her mother.
The- three women in The Woman Destroyed were depicted with brutal
awareness

~

Beauvoir.

David Littlejohn's contention that Beauvoir

is a misogynist, unsympathetic to the problems of being a mother,
being a wife, or being divorced, is unjustified.

He reduces his

critique to an ad hominum attack on Beauvoir, saying that she was
frustrated

~

her failure to inarry·and :have:children. ,:. He'. overlooks

the fact that Sartre proposed ma.zriage to Beauvoir, but she refused,
fearing that she would become subservient to him, as her mother had
become subservient to her father.

Beauvoir also considered having a

child, but abadoned the idea because she felt that she and Sartre
did not need a child to bind them together.
ridicule these three women.

S2

Beauvoir did not

Rather, she exposed the individual despair
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suffered by women who center their lives around their children.
Two of these women ultimately realized that they could not be fulfilled
through their children's existence.

Murlelle's suicide was a failure

to come to terms with the self-deception which plagued her life.
Friedan Interviews Beauvoir
Betty Friedan became enamoured with The Second Sex when she was
still "writing housewife on the job application blanks".8J

Beauvoir,

she said, immediately became her idol, the "goddess" of existential
feminism.

It was J8rtly due to Beauvoir's existential analysis on

the condition or women in society that Friedan wrote The Feminine
Mystique, her examination of the woman problem in America.

Friedan

wanted to organize a movement which would have an existential base,
meaning that although working toward solving the woman problem in
general, the movement would teach each woman "to find the truth from
the questions and actions stemming from the reality of ~her_7 own
existence".84 The resulting American feminist movement, she hoped,
would also make "concrete changes" in the status of women in America,
such as getting more women jobs in politics, business, etc. - areas
which had, up until that time, been male-dominated. 85
In 1975. Friedan felt that women were not making any substantial
politiCal or social progress because not enough women had broken into
these male-dominated areas.

She feared that the Women's Movement was

degenerating into ideological rhetoric instead of engaging in
realistic action.

86

She turned to Beauvoir for advice on how to return

the movement to being a progressive force.

The resulting 1975

interview provides new insights into Beauvoir's solutions to current
feminist issues, p:l.rticularly on the issue of the ca.reerwoman versus
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the housewife.
Beauvoir said that women in France would not accept so-called
"token" positions, like taking prestigious executive jobs in order to
fulfill some organization's quota for female employees.

Beauvoir

took a "bottom up" approach, saying that women should accept lower
positions, such as those of teachers.

Teachers, she felt, could

educate female students to consider the career problems facing women.
These female students, in turn, would work to gain an education which
would qualify them for higher career positions.

Beauvoir Said that

tbisprogress'. ,although slow, would eventually infiltrate women into
f

male-dominated career areas.

8

?

Friedan disagreed with Beauvoir, saying that women in America
should take all jobs, even the so-called "token" positions, in order
to open career doors for more women.

88

upon the assumption that teachers would

Beauvoir's plan was contingent
enco~

their students to

seek higher career positions, and that, in turn, these students would
actually seek such positions.

Friedan was more realistic in asserting

that having a token woman is better than no woman at all. 89
Beauvoir's plan, women might never move up the career ladder.

Under
Under

Friedan's plan, more women would advance into higher career positions
at a faster rate.
A second area of concern centered around paying house wi yes for
their domestic chores.

Friedan favored such a practice, saying that

housework -'i.s an important duty worth of monetary reward. 90

Beauvoir

disagreed, saying that paying women for housework oppressed them even
more. 91

Her point is a good one.

If women are paid for doing housework,

they might never try to find another career.

They would,. again, be

led to believe that housewifery is the most fulfilling experience for
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a woman.
Beauvoir and Friedan also took issue with the structure of the
woman's movement.

Friedan felt that a movement as vi tal as the women's

movement should have established leaders who worked to keep the movement
on an effective course. 92

She asked Beauvoir if she felt that French

feminism would die as did the 1968 French student movement because of a
lack of leadership.

Beauvoir replied in the negative, giving two

reasons for her response.

To Beauvoir, leadership implied hierarchy,

the same oppressive system found wi thin the French family.
"masculine"

Such a

system, she said, would only lead women from one oppressive

system to another.

Secondly, she felt that, with no such hierarchy,

women would be able to fulfill themselves as individuals and not in
relation to a movement. 9J

Beauvoir's analogy between the two forms

of oppression is valid with respect to women gaining individual
liberation.

However, she cannot regard leadership as being synonymous

with oppression.

Leadership is necessary to prevent the women's

movement from digressing into chaos, as did the 1-968 student movement.
Friedan and Beauvoir agreed that the "dehumanization" of women
in marriage and motherhood is not

~he

fault of the institutions, but

of society's treatment of women within them.

Beauvoir said that women

must be free to choose whether or not motherhood is the best alternative
for them in life.

Friedan agreed with Beauvoir, adding that women

must be politically active in order to change society' s values.

They

must work for the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment, a document
which would "legally" equalize the sexes in society.

Beauvoir said

that most French feminists will not take part in politics until the
threat of "tokenism" disappears.
would come about.

She did not say when or how this

Again, as with the question of gaining higher career
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positions, Beauvoir's solutions were theoretically based, whereas
Friedan's were more practical.
In an article entitled "No gods, no

goddesses~',

her reactions to her interview with Beauvoir.

Friedan discussed

Overall, she was

highly critical of Beauvoir's solutions to career problems facing
women.

She accused Beauvoir of being an elitist, of being too

intellectual to understand the everyday problems of "ordinary women".94
She called Beauvoir's solutions "impractical" and contradictory to
her own existentialism:
Other women do nothave to have good jobs in order to
eat, but she herself has lived a life of exceptionally good
jobs and risen to eminence in a respected profession ••••
The comforts of family, the decoration of one's home,
fashion, marxiage, motherhood - all these are women's
enemy, she says. It is not even a question of giving
women a choice - anything that encourages them to want
to be mothers of gives them that choice is wrong. The
family must be abolished, she says with absolute authority.
How then will we perpetuate the human race? There are
too many people already, she says. Am I supposed to
take this seriously? When one has lived a whole life
in such dependence upon a man as she has - and, but
flaunting the absence of legal sanction, made a stronger
bond than others do in ordinary marriage - how can she
then advocate for other women the renunciation of the
very need to love and be loved by a man, the security
and beauty of a home, or the possi bill ty of wanting to
gi ve birth to a child? 95
Friedan's criticisms

are insightful, but some are unfair.

Beauvoir did not want to destroy motherhood, nor a woman's
right to have or to want a baby.
ef~motherhood,

She did want ,t oabollsbf.tbe myth

which implies that motherhood is the sole option

for a woman as a means of fUlfilling her existence.

Beauvoir did

not want to destroy the family, only the family as a system of
hierarchy.

She opposed traditional marriage because it oppressed

women, forcing them to become mothers and to take a subordinate role
to their husbands.

She has never renounced the need to love or to be
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loved.

What she has tried to do is to clarify the difference between

love and security.

Women, she has said, often confuse the desire

for securl ty with love.

They- enter marriage and have children without

realizing that they have not really chosen their lives.

Society has

conditioned them to want securlty.96
Friedan's most valid criticism was Beauvoir's failure to
understand the plight of the "ordinary woman".

In a 1977 interview

with Alice Schwarzer, Beauvoir admitted that she was an exception':as
far as her education and profession were concerned:
In my day there were fewer women who had enjoyed
higher education. To pass the agrlgation examination
was to attain a privileged position among women ••••
I was a 'token woman· •••• Broadly speaking, what they
contemporary feminists 7 have taught me is vigilance,
that we must not accept things uncritically, even small
everyday things. 97

r

Beauvoir now works closely with the MLF ( Women's Liberation Movement)
in France, trying to help all women to control their lives 'through
better jobs, legalized abortions,'etc.

She still believes that

society's treatment of women in marriage and motherhood oppress women
b,y limiting their choices in life.

Simone de Beauvoir's evolution from dutiful daughter to liberated
woman has been much like the oak tree that she aspired to emulate.
In maintaining that women have been oppressed b,y a male-dominated
society, Beauvoir has withstood a barrage of hostile criticism, while
her writings have been important influences on contemporary feminists.
While her depictions of female oppression have ,often been quite
accurate, she has not neglected suggesting solutions as well.

She

best summed up her a tti tude toward the women' s movement in a 1976 interview with John Gerassi, who asked her if she thought the changes she had

"I don It know.

been struggling for would ever take place:

....

Not in

my lifetime anyway. - Maybe in four generations •••• 1 am certain

L that_7.

8

in the long run women will win ".9
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